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Presiden tial search finalist

Han dl_e r Ina y leav e for Bra nde is
By Tracy Carlson
President Evelyn Handler
may leave UNH to become the
next president of Brandeis
University, if the Board of
Trustees there approves her
nomination on Oct. 14.
·•For all intensive purposes,
she will be the next president if
~he accepts the offer. "said Fred
Hessler, associate editor of the
campus paper "The Justice."
According to Hessler,
Handler is the only candidate
left that Brandeis is considering
for the position.
"She was nominated in the
final meeting last Monday out
of two or three other
candidates," he said.
Some members of the
President Search Committee
refused to speak to the public,
but two of the Trustees

confirmed that Handler was
the final nominee, Hessler said.
Paul Levenson, Chairman of
the Search Committee, said he
could not say if she is the only
candidate · because he took a
pledge not to speak about the
upcoming decision.
However, ••it's just a matter

president Marvin Bernstein
who is retiring in June, said
Nada Samuels, public affairs
person for Brandeis.
she couldn't
Samuels said
--~----

of form::ilitiP~ "~::iid HP~~Jpr

Handler was first approached for the position by the
Brandeis Search Committee
sometime during the summer,
according to John Hose,
executive assistant to the
president.
"She was approached by _
them," he said, ••it was not a
position she sought."
The Committee has been
looking for at least a year and
has considered 292 applicants
to replace their current

EVELYN HANDLER

speak for the Committee's
criteria for the position but
said, "She certainly has an
impressive background. She
had a distinguished career at
Hunter College, is a scientist of
some reputation and is an able
president of New Hampshire."
"These and other recommendations attracted the
committee," she said.
Two of the leading criteria
for the next president would be
an ability to raise money and to
enhance the University's
reputation, according to
published reports.
While she has been here for
two years, Handler has been
involved in the development of
the master plan, the permanent
filling of previously tempor~ry
positions for the deans of
College of Liberal Arts, the

Sunu nu
attac ks
Gall en

·Y earbo oks
run short
of dema nd
By Peter Schlesin_ger
UNH students were
outraged last week when they
went to pick up their 1981
Granite and were told there
weren't any more.
••1 want my yearbook," said
UNH junior John Beauregard.
"I paid for it and I want it."
The 1981 Granite arrived on
campus about two weeks ago.
Distribution of the books
began Monday, Sept. 27 and by
Thursday, Sept. 30 there were
no more copies.
"We ran out," said John
Davis, editor of the Granite.
••we advertised their
distribution in The New
Hampshire and gave them out
GRANITE, page 8

-INSIDEUNH cheerleaders led opening exercises last night at the start of Homecoming Weekend.
·
(Henri Barber photo)

Home comin g is tradit ional ;
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Mens tennis lost to B. U.
Wednesday; Sports, page
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College of Engineering · and
Physical Sciences, and the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics.
During her term, the
University has undergone what
have been called the most
substantial cuts in state funding
in the past decade.
UNH officials declined to
comment on the effects on the
University if she were to leave
but Trustee Jere Chase said ·if
she is offered the position, "this
is a choice Evelyn has to make
on her own."
Interim Chairman of the
UNH Board of Trustees,
Richard Morse, said he was
well aware that excellence in
leadership attracts other
i n s t_i t u t i o n s o f h i g h e r
HANDLER, page 10

By Patty Adams
Homecoming at UNH is a
time for reliving memories and
upholding traditions.
"It makes alumni feel good
to come back and see the
changes that have happened on
campus," says Joanne
Alessandrin i, Assistant
Director of Alumni Affairs.
The changes on the Durham
campus have been extensive
and the campus is "completely
different" from when Jere

Chase, a 1936 graduate, the location chosen for the
attended. Chase has been an MUB because they felt it
integral part of the University ··would be a ghost building," set
for more than 25 years and says . apart from the rest of campus.
The MU B was finally
"I was lucky to be here during
the I 950's and l 960's building finished in 1957 and dedicated
dµring Homecoming of that
campaign."
This year's Homecoming year.
A major difference in
marks the 25th anniversary of
the Memorial Union Building- Homecoming today compared
just one of the additions to to 50 years ago, is the role of
UNH, a campus that has been freshmen in the festivities. Back
growing since the _I 890's. Chase HOMECOMIN G, page 7
says many people were against

By Tom Mooney
GOP gubernatorial candidate John Sununu continued his
personal attack of Gov. Hugh
Gallen Wednesday while again
voicing support for the
University.
Speaking in the Alumni
Center to a group of about 60
students, Sununu said
increasing aid to the University
and vocational schools in the
state was second only to
increasing funds for communities and assistance to the
elderly.
The talk was sponsored by
Students for Sununu which
formed about two weeks ago.
"The greatest asset to the
state is the Uni'verstiy System
and vocational education," he
said, adding they were both on
"equal priority level."
Sununu said · once he saved
the state from the hands of the
Gallen administration and
returned "the quality of life (in
the stafe) to the way it was," he
would want to increase aid to
individual students.
"I a·m not the ,incumbent,"
said Sununu. "I don't want to
take the responsibility for the
last three and a half years.
"A report card of the Gallen
Administration is a failing
grade," said Sununu.
Sununu said priority must be
given to make additional aid
available to students,
themselves and not the
University institutions. "If you
put money into the University
System it has a tendency to be
divided up equally between
out-of-state students and the
in-state students."
Sununu said if aid is put
directly into tuition aid for
SUNUNU, page 14
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NEWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL
Swedes discover sub
BERGA NAVY BASE-The Swedish Navy fired off four
depth charges yesterday in an attempt to force an unidentified
submarine to the surface.
According to officials the charges were fired after the sub
was detected .moving toward an exit in Hors Bay where the
Swedish Navy has blocked off all exits.
Nationality of the sub is unknown but according to the
Swedish press, the sub is either Polish or Russian.

NATIONAL
Medi-care plan .
WASHINGTON - Health and Human Services Secretary
Richard S. Schweiker revealed last Wednesday a plan that
would allow efficient hospitals to pocket any surplus in their
Medi-Care payments.
The proposal would also set Medi-Care fees in advance,
tying hospital fees to patient diagnoses. Hospital industry
officials are in favor of the plan as hospitals would get a fee no
matter how long a patient stayed.

New lead on Tylenol
Authorities are pursuing a lead in the cyanide-laced ExtraStrength Tylenol deaths that occured last week. The clue
involves the death of a University of Pennsylvania graduate
student.
·
The death of the student, William Pascual on April 3, was
at first ruled a suicide, but police have re-opened the case after
a bottle of Extra-Strength Tylenol was found in his room and
the student had high levels of cyanide in his body.
An incident involving the discovery of strychnine in Extra- ·
Strength Tylenol bought in a drug store in Oroville, Cal.
seems to be unrelated according to officials.

LOCAL
D'Amours rep in area
KENSINGT6N -=- Congressman Norm D'Amours' area
representative, Anita Freedman, will be available to the
Congressman's constituents" in the Kensington area on
Wednesday, October 13 from _10:00 a.m. to I I :00 a.m. in the
Town Clerk's Home Office.
Freedman will then go to the Town Hall in North Hampton
from I 2:30 p.m. to l :30 .m. for the convenience of people
living in the North Hampton area.

UNH student hit by car
DURHAM - A collision at 9:40 a.m. yesterday morning
at the intersection of Garrison and Main ( outside of
Thompson Hall) resulted in serious injuries to a UNH
student.
Elizabeth Lockard , 22, of 50 Madbury Road was driving a
moped when the collision occured. The driver of the car,
. Gabrielle N. Brunner, 19, of Hall House, sustained no injuries.
Lockard was taken to Wentworth-Douglass Hospital for
treatment of serious head , neck and back injuries. The
accident is under investigation.
·

Drippy weath~r Today will be drizzly and cool with highs only in the 50's
according to the National Weather Service in Concord .
Tonight will be cloudy with lows in the 40's followed by
increasing cloudiness and highs in the 50's.

Profile

Batchellor, theater professor,
still active in productions
By Maggie McKowen
For Joseph Batchellor, who
has taught theatre at the
University of New Hampshire _
for 38 years, the ties to the past
aren't easily broken.
Batchellor, a member of the
Department of Theatre and
Communication since 1944,
could have retired two years
ago, at age 65. Instead, he chose
to remain at UNH teaching fiv~
classes this year and directing a
theatrical production.
He speaks frankly about
having found hi.s niche in the
world, a niche which he
btlkvts tveryone smmbles
upon at one time or another in .
their lives. Work isn't a nine to
five job for him. He explains,
carefully lifting the needle from
a spinning classical album, that .
· his work, uses up most of his
energy now that he's slowing
down, but he enjoys it too
much to give it up.
·
Batchellor, or "Batch" as his
stage friends, fellow professors
and students call him, used to
run a one-man-show as
director of UNH threatre.
Others collaborated on set
design, props and costumes but
Batchellor was the main force,
the man in .charge. • Now he
directs one show a year.
The pace he maintains would
be difficult at any age, perhaps,
but th~ _students are his _

motivation. · At UNH, the
theatre has allowed him to
work with _ g~nera_ttons _ of

JOSEPH BA"fCHl:LLOR

who needed help. But he didn't
interfere with direction. He just
sat in the back rows and helped
: people to speak more clearly,"
said Batchellor.
"The thing . I'll always
remember about him is that at
the end of school, when I went
back and thanked him for his
help and asked him if there was
anything we could do for him,
· he said, 'Yes, pass it on."'
And Batchellor has spent
many days running double
casts in plays, scheduJing two
sets of rehearsals and directing
UNH theatre so that as many
students as possible would have
the opportunity to act.
"He's done that quite
frequently. He likes to teach,"
said his wife Frances. "It takes
twice as much time and he has
to have rehearsals for six weeks
_and six nights each week but it
gives more students a chaP.ce to
act.
"It's only logical that if more
students gain experience in
college, more students will have
a chance to succeed at the
· professional level;" she said.
"There's no doubt that Batch
pushes people towards a career
in theatre."
Among his proteges who
have made the theatre into a
career_ are Peter J urask~ the

young actors and actresses.
Batchellor's dedication to
teaching his craft stems from a
voice and diction professor at
the Carnegie Institute of
Technology, where he recieved
a bachelor degree in fine arts in
1936.
Batchellor said, "He was an
actor, who got his doctorate
from Yale. He had a rough soul
and a heart of gold. He spent
time wit_h individual students _ BATCHELLOR, page 17

Former hockeyplayer turns star
By Julie Hanauer
A tall man breeied into the
Berkshire room at the New
England Center Wednesday ·
afternoon and proceeded to
shake hands with everyone
there.
He introduced himself to
each person as if we didn't
know who he was.
He was Michael Ontkean,
actor and sometime hockey
player. He was casually dressed
in a gray tweed blazer and
sneakers and pronounced all
his "r's," something that made
him stand out in a room full of
New Englanders.
Ontkean is a native of
Canada. -He was born in
Vancouver, but spent most of
his life in Toronto. His parents
are both actors and they. gave
Michael his start as a child.
Ontkean quit acting when he
discovered hockey. He played
hockey throughout his youth
and came to UNH on a h-ockey
scholarship. His first major
movie, not surprisingly, was
"Slap Shot" a movie about
hockey.
·
In his senior year at UNH,
Ontkean heard about a movie
version of "Fiddler On a Roof"
being filmed in ~Los Angelas.
Ontkean said he had $40 at the '
time and a beat up .car. He and
two friends left for Los Angels .
so that Ontkean could audition
for a part in "Fiddler On a
Roof".
He read for Norman
Jewison, the director, who gave
him a screen test as a result.
Ontkean didn't get the part, but
the screen test was good
enough to land him other roles
and he worked his_way up from

there.
Ontkean did a two year stint
on the television series "The
Rookies" and he has made five
movies, "Slap Shot", "Voiced",
"Willie and Phil", "Summer",
and "Making Love".
His ne.xt movie will be "I
Won't Dance" with Kristy·
McNichol. It is about a concert
flutest (McNichol) and a

combat photographer (Ont-kean) who fall in love in
France.
A~ for doing more
commercial television,
Ontkean would rather not. He
said, "It makes me crazy to do
that kind of work and effort
and for it to_Juq1 _01!t_ to be
ONTKEAN, page 19

Michael Ontkean is visiting UNH this weekend. (Tim Skeer
photo)
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Keene professors
discuss pay raises

Religious
Crusaders·
at UNH.

By Dan Landrigan
Keene State College (KSC) is
in the center of a labor relations
By David Andrews
crisis. With over a month of the
"Your teachers are raping
first semester already gone, the
your minds," Mr. George "Jed"
teachers at KSC stilt have not
Smock said to a crowd of about
accepted a contract.
100 students at UNH Tuesday.
The Keene State College
Smock, one of two preachers
Educators Association
to speak to UNH students on
(KSCEA) signed a 2-year
the lawn in front of Thompson
contract in 1981 which would
Hall from 12:30 to 5:00 pm is a
give the faculty a 9% pay
born-again Christian who
increase in the 1981-82 school
travels from campus to campus
year and an additional 9% raise
spreading the word of the Lord.
in the 1982-83 year.
Smock, 39, and his
There is a clause in this
understudy Jim Gilles, 20,
contract which states that if the
spoke on a number of issues
legislature does not appropertaining to UNH students
priate enou2h money for the
such as drugs, premarital sex,
pay raises then that article of
university professors and rock
the contract would be ren' roll.
negotiated.
The two were vehemently
The KSCEA, a chapter of
opposed to all of the above and
the National Educators
many other things they said
·Association (NEA), was
were wrong in today's society,
started in 1977. The facutly of
such as coed dorms,
Plymouth State College (PSC)
meditation, and "hippie
and UNH also considered
communes".
unionizing at that time but the
"Any music that doesn't
Jed Smock tells students of his religious beliefs in front of T·
movement was defeated.
glorify God is wicked," Gilles
Hall this week. (Tim Skeer photo)
In a meeting on Wednesday
said. "The beat of rock n' roll
A year prior to that Gilles in the MUB, the president of
Gilles and Smock both cail
appeals strictly to the flesh."
Before being saved in 1974, Indiana their home, although was saved at a Van Halen rock ' the KSCEA and several of her
Smock alternated lifestyles they don't get to spend much concert. "The lead singer said~ associates expressed their views
from being a researcher at the time here. They spend most of "Not even God can save your concerning the contract
University of California in the year lecturing campuses in soul,' and the band then situation.
Edith Notman, the'president
Berkely to participating in the the winter and preaching for proceeded to play the song
Haight-Ashbury drug scene, donations from churches in the "Running With the Devil," of the KSCEA and a Theater
Arts and Speech teacher at
marching in the streets against summer. "We never solicit any Gilles said.
""The crowd of 13,000 gave KSC, spoke out harshly against
the Viet Nam war and taking funds when on campus," Gilles
them a standing ovation," the University System of New
.
said.
L.S.D.
"I began travelling with Jed Gilles said. ""I was amazed and Hampshire (USNH) Trustees.
According to Smock, he
found the Lord while weeks ago after seeing him decided to getout qfJhatyro~d _ ' The money appropriated in
the legislature plus the money
hitchhiking across Morocco preach at my church in CRUSADERS, page 18
raised through student .tuition
and decided to give up his past Evansville, Indiana," Gilles
is enough to pay the KSC
said.
life and work for the Lord.
faculty their 9% pay increase,
along with the pay increases
scheduled for PSC and UNH.
According to N otman, the
T r u s t e e s a· re u n d e r a
r
investor who wishes to remain better," said Nick Gegas, who contractual agreement to pay
By Maggie McKowen
owned the Franklin Ballroon · the KSC faculty out of the state
Two 1981 UNH graduates anonymous.
with his wife, Tula, since 1979.
O'Grady
and
Strocks
Both
and one other investor bought
He added, "There's potential
the Franklin Ballroom have worked at the Franklin
Thursday, located in down- the past three years as here. Tp.e Franklin's unique.
town Durham. But there will bartenders so they have first There's nothing like it on the
still be dancing, bands, and hand knowledge of how to run Seacoast. The function of the
movies at the Franklin, the new the combination bar, dance- business is flexible, so you can
do anything with it."
floor and movie theatre.
managers said.
The new owners do not plan
"'They know what we have
Peter Strocks of Cape
By Larry LaPointe
Elizabeth, Maine and Mike here since they've worked for to make any major renovations
O'Grady of Keene, both 23, us. They have a good until Christmas break.
Nuclear power is a logical
However, the Franklin will energy choice for the future and
became co-owners of the background to help them
Franklin along with another continue on and make it now feature live bands every the Clinch River Breeder
- Thursday night. Next Reactor Project is a necessary
Thursday, RCA recording part of that future said Bill
artist Robert Orrall Ellis, an Reese of the Breeder Reacter
englishman whose first album Corporation, when he spoke to
"Fixation" reached Billboard a small group in Horton Hall,
Magazine's top 40, will play at Tuesday.
the Ballroom.
,."Sooner or later we're going
"We 11 try to stick basically to to live in a world where there is
Boston and New York bands no coal, no oil, and no natural
and national acts," said gas," Reese said. "As the man
Strocks.
once said, 'The future ain't
. The Franklin will now have what it used to be.' "
Friday and Saturday night
In his well-rehearsed speech,
"Video-wave" dancing which relied on statistics and
featuring films of artists such as visual aids to make points,
Pat Benetar, Bruce Springst- Reese said that 93% of our
een, The Kolling Stqnes and nation's energy comes from
Missing Persons.
fossil fuels.
The Franklin hasn't
Reese presented data which
provided clients with video showed that if our consumpwave dancing since June 1.
tion of oil remains constant,
The new owners will receive something that has not
new videos each week through happened since before 1950,
a Warner Bros. production America would only have
video club membership.
enough domestic oil to last
"It wasn't worth it for us to another 31.4 years.
show them over the summer.
"None of the politicians in
We didn't want to have to this country believe our finite
charge more at the door (in resources will ever be
order to pay of the cost of the exhausted," he said. "All it
The Franklin Ballroom was bought by two UNH graduates
page 20
FR_I\NKLIN,
-takes is a first year course in
recently. (Tracy Carlson photo)

Franklill"iinder new ownership

funds before they consider
anyone else.
The faculty at KSC is
presently being paid at the
same level as - the 1980-81
school year. This was the last
year they had a contract which
means they are receiving 18%
less than they would be getting
if they were still under the 198183 contract.
N otman sees this as a ploy to
st~rve the KSC faculty into
submitting. The KSCEA
proposed that during the
negotiations the salaries
remain at last years level until
some solution could be agreed
upon . The Trustees would not
accept this.
The debate over the contract
focuses on one central issue.
How much money is to be
distributed is not the problem.
How the money is to be divided
causes the problem. The
USNH has guidelines which it
uses at PSC and at UNH. These
involve a 5% pay raise for all
facutly and another 4%
increase possible depending
upon a merit system.
Under this system, some
teachers will receive only a 5%
increase in pay while other
faculty could receive as much
as it is deemed they are worth,
within the limits of the money
available.
In the past KSC faculty has
been awarded pay raises with a
much smaller percentage of the
i total f~nds being given based
on ment.
Prior to unionizing, the
KSCEA claims that merit
raises at KSC were awarded on
an arbitrary basis. Notman
says, "They are determined to
shove merit down our throats
ag~in."
KEENE, page 14

Nuclear energy seen
as logical choice

~

calculus."
He also said that it was not
politically or economically
smart to rely on imported oil,
since the Persian Gulf is
11 __

·•-n ♦ --hlP _

~nrl

the

WILLIAM REESE
price of oil is expected to rise
10% more than the rate of
infl~tion.
NUCLEAR, page 22
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Jessie Doe Hall gets ·'trashed'
Several male subjects
entered Jessie Doe Hall
Wednesday at 3 am and began
"trashing the dorm" according
to the Head Resident there.
They dumped leaves all over
the floors and sprayed the area
with shaving cream. Cost of
repairs and clean up at this time
are unknown.
---i~~_.r,!"
~A certain spint perva es The 127J{estaurant.
You can sense it in the provocative sauces and
seasonings which enhance the menu selections.
Unlikely yet highly successful marriages like
lobster & whiskey and smoked salmon & horseradish offer further evidence of this spirit.
You can sense it in the comfortable formality of
the dining room, the off-hues: dove grey & coral &
wine red. Everything seems absolutely right, yet
you've never seen it before.
When a Swedish master chef and his arteducated wife collaborate with this kind of result,
we think it's nothing short of a Swede inspiration.
Col?1e, sense for yourself.

ffbe 127 Restaurant
A T.aste Of Europe With A Touch Of New Englmd

,. Sitting Duck Lounge Mon.-Sat., 5:J0-12:00 •
15 Penhallow Street • Portsmouth, N.H. • (603) 431-6004
Dinner Mon.-Sat., S:30-9:30
Rrservations Suggested • We Honor Mastercard & VISA

Police report
On Monday, while on
routine building checks, a
Public Safety Officer
discovered an open safe in the
MUB. The manager was
notified, the safe was closed
and locked.
A UNH student reported
that while using her father's
car, the license plate was stolen
or lost. Both Strafford County
Dispatch and Concord Motor
Vehicle Department were _
notified.

A UNH employee reported
that the Faculty/ Staff Parking
sign at the entrance of Lot P
and the stop sign at the
intersection of Philbrook Lot
have been stolen.
A resident of Alexander Hall
(first floor) reported that his
Toshiba cassette stereo which
he left on the window still had
been stolen. When he left his
room, he had locked the door
but the window was open. Also
stolen from the room was a
Texas Instruments JS Scientific
calculator (belonged to victim's
roommate). Two items were
valued at $160.00.
Also on Monday, a Public
Safety Officer was dispatched
to Sawyer Hall for a medical
assist. He stood ·by while the
Durham

ambu1ance

Rex Reed, syndicated columnist

A resident of Williamson
Hall reported that she had left a
9'xl2' dark blue rug in the
basement elevator lobby.
When she went to get the rug, it
was gone. The case is under
investigation.
A Public Safety Officer was
dispatched to the T-Hall
parking lot to stand by while
Durham Ambulance Corp
attended an asthmatic subject.
Victim was transported to
Hood House.

Corp

assisted a · student who had
caught his finger in the fire
door at Stoke Hall. The student
was transported to the Dover
Hospital for treatment.
On Tuesday, a resident of
Scott Hall reported some
unknown person removed the
rear wheel of her IO-speed
bicycle which was locked to the
bike rack on the porch of Scott
Hall. Value of stolen tires
Unknown at this time.

By popular demand the movie that
"will leave you feeling 10 feet tall"
is now playing at theatres everywhere.

On Wednesday, a Public
Safety Officer was dispatched
to Nesmith Hall for a report of
an extinguished fire. The cause
of the fire was due to a box of
rags catching fire while the
welders were doing some work
in the building.

Also on Tuesday, a UNH
student reported that her KariVan pass was missing (possible
theft). The Kari-Van pass was
affixed to her UNH ID; she has
checke~ all areas where she had
been but was unsuccessful m
finding the pass.
A resident of Stoke Hall
reported that her license plate
was stolen while her vehicle was
parked in Lot L.

A UNH student reported
that her UNH ID with a KariVan pass affixed to it was
missing from her knapsack
which she had left in the
Weaving Room in the PCAC.
No other items were missing;
value of ID and Kari-Van pass
was $60.00.
Public Safety Officers were
dispatched to the NEC
Restaurant for a medical aid.
The victim was complaining of
severe chest pain (possible
heart attack) and was
transported to the Wentworth
Douglas Hospital by the
Durham Ambulance Corp.
Also on Wednesday, a
Public Safety Officer was
dispatched to Christensen Hall
for a medical aid for a female
subject who had fainted. She
was transported to Hood
House to be examined.

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
ASAN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER
Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest, state-ofthe-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your first. step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape

our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 603-625-4737,
TSgt. Bob Fouquette. Call Collect.

OFFICER

ANDA
GENTLEM AN
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A LORIMAR-MARTIN ELFAND PRODUCTION
A TAYLOR HACKFORD FILM
RICHARD GERE· DEBRA WINGER
AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN
Also starring DAVID KEITH and LOUIS GOSSETT, JR. as 'Foley'
Original Music by JACK NITZSCHE • Written by DOUGLAS DAY STEWAR'[
Produced by MARTIN ELFAND •Directed by TAYLOR HACKFORf'
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE :
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Diet .may- lie linked to cancer
By Denise Morisseau
A team of UN H researchers, ·
headed by Dr. Henry
Thompson, has been awarded a
$250,000 National Cancer
Institute grant to study the
chemical prevention of breast
cancer.
Cancer, the inability of
normal cells effected by a
carcinogen to control their
growth, is the number two
kil!er of Americans. Breast

cancer is the leading killer in
women.
"One out of eleven women in
the United States develops
breast cancer,'' said Henry
Thompson, UNH nutritionist.
Working with David
Meeker, UNH mathematician,
and Edward Hervst, UNH
biochemist, Thompson is
studying how certain chemicals
inhibit breast cancer
<!~velooment in rats.

"We· are trying to understand
the mechanism which underlie
the biochemical processes that
cause breast cancer," said
Thompson.
Thompson said the purpose
of the research is not to
~liminate cancer, but to prevent
It. ~ro_m . ever occuring or
mmimize Its occurence.
Thompson stressed the
i1!1PO_£tance for people to be
CANCER, page 6

({TUARr ✓HAIRE~
OKTOBERFEST
SPECIALS
We have
the looks
you're
·1ooking
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ALENDAR
FRIDAY, October 8

PAT STAFF COUNCIL MONTHLY MEETING: Open meetingall PAT staff invited to attend. Philip Hale Room, Paul Creative
Arts Center. I :30-3 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS: vs. Providence. Field House, 2 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Maine. Field House, 3 p.m.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Maine & Colby. Field House, 3
p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. Bowdoin. Field House athletic fields, 3
p.m.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNRTY: vs . . UMaine, Orono. Field
House, 4 p.m.
FALL FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: .. Predicting the
Monsoon: Climate Recorded in Himalayan Glaciers.,. Paul
Mayewski and Berry Lyons, earth sciences. New England Center, 8
p.m.
.
ALUMNI HOCKEY: Third annual alumni hockey game. Snively
Arena, 7 p.m. $2-tickets available at Field House and Snively Arena
ticket offices. Reception follows at 9:30 p.m. at Elliott Alumni
Center.

SATURDAY, October 9
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review: Ableles,
Balderacchi. Laurent; and 3 Generations: Evans, Frank,
~apageorge. Paul Creative Arts Center through Oct. 20. MondayWednesday 10a.m.-4p.m.;Thursday ioa.m.-8p.m.;Saturday and
Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed h1ctays ana umversny nouctays.

ALUMNI OPEN HOUSE/ REGISTRATION: Elliott Alumni
Center, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. (coffee and tree planting ceremony, 10 a.m.).
5TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING I0K RACE: Check-in at Field
House driveway, 7:30-8:30 a.m. Race begins at 9 a.m. in parking lot
across from Field House.

for now

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. NEastern. New Hampshire
Hall. II a.m.
HOMECOMING BARBECUE: Circus tent at Field House, 11:30
a.m.-2 p.m.
HOMECOMING PARADE: Huddleston to Field House, noon.
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL: vs. Bucknell. Cowell Stadium,
1:30 p.m.
MUB'S 25TH BIRTHDAY PARTY: Memorial Unioncafeteria,4
p.m.
FRESHMAN CAMP 50- YEAR CELEBRATION: GRANITE
STATE ROOM, Memorial Union, 5 p.m.
HOMECOMING DANCE: Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m.-midnight.
SUNDAY, October 10
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Oct. 20.

BASEBALL: vs. Lowell. Field House, noon. ·

~@fillffil~~ llIT®@fl~fl@IID®Il~
by Pendleton
Fall's marvelous new
separates are here ...
Ready to start
wearing now - under a
coat later on.
The cardigan jacket and
swingy shorter length
dirndl skirt are
specially
priced during
Oktoberfest
Jack~t $69 .99 reg. $90
Skirt $49 .99 reg. $60 _
SA VE $30 on the set

MUSO FILM: "The Incredible Shrinking Man" (Jack Arnold).
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
MONDAY, October 11
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Oct. 20.

When 's the last time
you owned a sport coat
that seemed to fit in
just about everywhere?
We've got it! Our
Harris Tweed specially
priced during
Oktoberfest
$109.99 reg. $165

({TUARr ✓IIAIIII~
DOWNTO WN DURHAM

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL STRESS
RESEARCH: Topics will include the relation of unemployment
and mental illness, community stress following a natural disaster
and stressful work and family environments. Continues Oct. 12.
For further information contact Ted Kirpatrick, Sociology and
Anthropology Department, 862-1081; or Phyllis Bennett, News
Bureau, 862-1460.
ENGLISH FILM: ·•Henry V" (Lawrence Olivier). Room 303,
James 6 p.m.
·
AMLL FILM: "Kagemusha" (Akira Kurosawa). Room 303,
James, 7 p.m. $1.
TUESDAY, October 12

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. PautCreative
Arts Center through Oct. 20.
NATIONAL
RESEARCH.:
Sociology and
Bennett, News

CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL STRESS
For further information contact Ted Kirpatrick,
Anthropology Department, 862-I08 I; or Phyllis
Bureau, 862-1460.

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Women, Math and the
Future of the UNH Committee on Math Anxiety. Sharon Oja.
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
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OTICES
ACADE~IC_
NSF FELLOWSHIPS: The 198 i "Part I" application
forms for NSF Graduate Fellowships are available in the
Graduate School office. Horton Social Science Center.
Deadline for filing is November 24. Seniors in fields of
science and engineering and graduate students who have
· not completed more than twenty graduate credits are
eligible to apply.

HealtltCente1· deals with
sexual harassnient

Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room
2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH
personel. All courses are held in Stoke Cluster unless
otherwise indicated.

By Amy Grossman
comes m. Ten to fifteen people
UNH's Health Education will be trained through the
Center is taking the Dean of Students Office to run
educational route as a means of workshops in the dorms.
preventing sexual harrassment
TAU BETA Pl TUTORIALS: Sponsored by
"Women should be left alone
of women on campus and
Engineering Honor Society. Monday. Oct. 11. A.S.M .E.
or else learn how to speak
Lounge. Kingsbury. 7-9 p.m.
wherever
else
they
may
go.
MONITOR WIZARDRY- - 1.2: Presents features of
back," she said.
DECIO such as extended features of many monitor
-"Women are victims of
LIBERAL ARTS ADVISING CENTER
commands.
using
scratch
disks
for
additional
storage.
others' behavior," said Health
PRESENTATION: "What Could I Do With A Major In
"Actually, I think of
controlling file access via file Daemon program. and
History'!" Tuesday. Oct. 12. Merrimack Room.
Educator Elizabeth McDon- whistling or comments as a
setting
up
a
switch.
Sessions:2.
Prerequisites:
Beginning
Memorial Union. 1-2 p.m.
ald, "And they shouldn't have form of flattery. Most guys
Timesharing. Tuesday. Oct. 12 and Thursday. Oct. 14. 24 p.m. Fee $4.
don't do it, to be nasty or
to put up with it.~
..
CAREER
degrading,
although it isn't
Rather
than
concentrating
MAil.MERGE: For CP / M microcomputers: Program
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by Career
soley on ra~, the I:Iealth necessrily acceptable to the
producing repetitive documents with individualized text
Planning and Placement. For students who find it
Center is focusing attention on woman," said UNH Senior
produced by Word Star. Prerequisite: WordStar.
difficult to schedule regular appointments. Monday. Oct.
Wednesday. Oct. 132. IO a.m.-noon. Fee: $2.
Debby Leber.
the whole area of safetv.
11. Memorial Union balcony table. 1:30-3:30 p.m.
However, like Cyr, Leber
"Out
of
every
nine
hundred
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
U.S. FOREIGN SERVICE CAREERS: Sponsored by
saw
physical and verbal abuse,
women
sexually
harrassed,
one
Political Science Dept. and career Planning &
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE
is raped," said McDonald. She or continuous harrassment, as
Placement. _foreign Service Officers John Day &
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER: Test
added that women take it for an "invasion of her space", and
William Brown will meet with those contemplating
Anxiety- David Cross. Wednesday. Oct. 13. Counseling
career opportunities in U.S. Foreign Service. Tuesday.
granted that they have to put she would "smack him ..,
&
Testin2
Center.
SrhofiPld
7
-0
p
.
m
.
Oct . J2, Carroll room, P.fcmoriat Union, IO:J0- 11 :JO
up with harrassment.
To aid women in dealing
a .m.; Senate Room, Memorial Union. I :30-2:30 p.m.
GENERAL
"They're embarrassed, with physical abuse and to help
MATCHING YOUR INTERESTST & VALUES TO
Women have to learn how to them preserve their personal
UNH COLD CLINIC: Open Monday through Friday.
MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by Career
protect
their spaces from being safety, a safety committee spent
Health
Services.
Hood
House.
11
a.m.-3
p.m.
A
limited
Planning & Placement. Tuesday. Oct. 12. Grafton
self-care program (no consultations) is available at the
five to six months collaboratinvaded," she said.
Room. Memorial Union. 12:30-2 p.m.
pharmacy from 9 a.m.-11 a.m. and in Clinic I from 3
ing on the Caboodle
In
seeking
to
prevent
sexual
p.m.-9 a.m.
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
harrassment, the Center seems handbook's Safety and Safety
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION MEETING:
to have found the answer in Services section.
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION: The doctrine. history and
Bring your own lunch. Look for us at Homecoming.
current .issues surrounding the Mormon Church will be
assertiveness
training.
The University also has a
Thursdays. Room M212. Paul Creative Arts Center. 1-2
discussed. Sponsored by Latter-Day Saint Student
McDonald said, "Women have rape task force which has the .
p.m.
Association. Wednesday. Room 212. Hamilton Smith. 6
to learn how to carry full cooperation of both the
p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films "The
themselves, be more aware. Durham and campus police
Character of Oedipus" and "The Recovery of Oedipus".
HABAKKUK: Sponsored by lnterVarsity Christian
This is a reality . Instead of Members include Catholic
Tuesday. Oct. 12. Room 303. James. 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Fellowship and Catholic Student Center. Friday. Oct. 8
ignoring it, it must be clergy and nurses.
and Saturday. Oct. 9. Catholic Student Center.
accounted for."
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday. Oct.
There is no more rape here
St.Thomas More. 7:30 & 9 p.m. Students $1. others
12. Strafford Room. Memorial Union. 4:30-7 p.m.
The Center's idea of a than anywhere else,"
$1.50.
Membership $10 / year: $6/ semester.
continuum" with sexual McDonald said, "But students
FORESTRY CLUB MEETING: Slide show on Alaska
harrassment
on one end and have to be a ware of the
GOURMET
DINNER
I:
Sponsored
by
Hotel
and Yellowstone National Park. Tue!iday. Oct. 12. Room
Administration Program. An evening on Broadway
rape on the other can be possibilities."
104 Pence Hall. 6 p.m.
featuring a Broadway Music Review and live music for
interprett:d in various ways.
Both Cyr and Leber agreed
·dancing and dining. Friday. Oct. 29 and Saturday. Oct.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB MEETING: Thursday. Oct. 14.
that
students should be aware
30.
Granite
State
Room.
Memorial
"I
Union.
don't
6:30
really
p.m.
see
whistling
, Room 104. Conant. 12:30 p.m.
Cocktail hour: 7:30 p.m. dinner. $13 .95 per person .
and comments as sexual of personal safety tacti~s and
Tickets may be purchased at MUB Ticket Office starting
COMPUTER SERVICES
harrassment," said UNH keep to the campus's safer
Oct. 12. from I0-4 p.m. For further information call
Senior Liz Cyr. "Harrassment paths, as.well as know where to
Hotel Administration Office. 862-2352.
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below.
would be verbal threats or find a phone in case of
emergencies.
physical interaction.,,
. - ''Thinking· about it, it seems
Leber said, "Sexual
silly, almost disgusting. I hate
a assment and rape are
(continued from page 5)
walking by the wall next to realities that should be dealt
aware of the early - signs of injecting rats with carcinogenic disease.
T&C when guys are sitting with. Women should not have
cancer.
chemicals and studying the ..Since we 're working with an there. If I see a bunch of guys, I to hide in their homes nor
..Through self examination, subsequent development of experimental tumor system usually will try to avoid should they be subjected to
breast cancer can be detected at breast cancers.
·
that has many similarities to walking near the wall," she such behavior. Through
an early stage. This makes it
,They use the results of their human breast cancer, we hope said.
awareness, ed uca tion,and
easier to eliminate and to treat experiments with the rats to we 1! be able to ap~ly ou;,
This is where McDonald communication a compromise
the tumor with high success develop and test theories of fingmgs to the _human disease~--- says the assertiveness training can be reached."
rates,,, said Thompson.
cancer occurence and growth
Their e~p~ri~ent involves and chemic~l p_!"eve~tion_Qf t_ll~_ CANCER, page 9
--•·--------------------.
INTERMEDIATE XTECO-- 1.2: Presents features of
editor such as making global changes. moving blocks of
text within a file. or extracting a block of text from
existing file and placing it in new file. Sessions: 2.
Prerequisites: Beginning XTECO. Tuesday. Oct. 12 and
Thursday. Oct. 14. IO a.m.-noon . Fee: $4.

~n11 ~t' .

0

-----CANCE R----~

MUSO FILM SERIES PRESENTS ...

THE
.· INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
MAN
From the eerie moment that
he is caught-unexpectedly in
a mysterious, luminous
mist, Robert Carey begins
gradually but relentlessly to
shrink. His life becomes a
nightmare and his position
at home as husband and
bread winner is a mockery
when the mass media exploit
,his bizarre predicament. Yet
Carey's humiliation is
merely a prelude to the very
real terrors that await him as
he reduced to living in a doll
house, then a matchbox.
Sunday, October 10
Strafford Room-MUB
Admission: $1.00

7 & 9:30 pm

MATCHING YOUR
INTERESTS
AND VALUES
TO MAJORS AND
CAREERS
Learn how to identify your work
interests and motivations

Tuesday, October 12
12:30 - 2:00 PM
Grafton Room - MUB
Program Sponsored By
Career Planning & Placement Service
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HOmec~ ming -. tradition .reaches back years
----HOMECOMING---~
( continued from page 1)
1

UNH Alumni Center phot~s /

when Chase was an undergraduate, the freshmen were under
upperclass rule.
"The freshmen had to march
in the parade, sit together, and
lead the cheering." The biggest
distinction were the beanies all
the freshmen had to wear on
·· their heads. The night before
the big Homecoming game, the
sophomore proct~>rs made
certain the freshmen got out to
the game and rally. "It was all
in fun, but real, ,, says Chase.
. And the sophomore "rule"
· would .only be taken off if the
freshmen beat the sophomores
. in the contests and games held
· between the two classes.
This year also marks the,25th
anniversary of Freshman
Camp.
Another tradition no longer
a part of Homecoming is the
Mayorial campaigns for town
Mayor. "Homecoming was
highlighted by a town
mayorality campaign that
seemed to go on just prior to
Homecoming day," says
Chase. He remembers one
mayorial candidate took on the
character of Abe Lincoln.
The Homecoming decorations and floats were both
"clever and risque" says Chase.
They were almost always more
elaborate than today's entries;
with the many fraternities and
-sororities working together. ·
"Fraternities and sororities
were very active in Homecoming. They opened the doors to
have alumni back. It was a
highlight that the alumni
• looked forward to," says
Chase, a frat-man himself.
The fraternities and
sororities also got together in
_support of candidates for the
Homecoming Queen and her
court. The total student body
would vote (about 1500 in
Chase's undergraduate years)
. -and "the appearance of the
Queen and her court at the
football game was a big part of
· Homecoming" says Chase.
The Greek council still plays
an important role in organizing
Homecoming events. "Much of
the activities are done
individually through the
houses," says Alessandrini.

In 1966, the Homecoming
Queen was launched onto her
float in a missile; another past
member of a Queen's court is
Natalie Jacobson from
Channel 5.
The football game has
always · been the biggest
attraction of Homecoming. In
general however, sports and
compus activities were a larger
part of campus social life.
Chase feels this is due to the
fact that there used to be
restrictions on automobiles.
"If you had a car, it stayed in
the lot during the week," he
says: This led students to build
their own "self-generated"
programs like touch football
and kept them closer to the
campus.
A concern_of many campus
officials this . year is the
drinking that accompanies
Homecoming celebrations.
This year, warnings are stricter
than ever because of the Open
Container Ordinance. Chase, a
student during Prohibition,
says "People still got drunk on
the homebrew/' and though
there wasn't the broad base
drinking, "parties still got
pretty wild." Chase maintains·
though, that "people are still
basically the same."
One of the oldest University
alumni was James Gay from
Cavendish, Vermont. He died
at 105 and Chase remembers
"We used to visit him and
always took at least one pretty
cheerleader. We took the band
up one year for a birthday
celebrati'on."
A search for the oldest living
alumni was in vain, but a 1928
Hockey alumnus is expected
for the 3rd annual Alumni
Hockey Game.
Last year more than 8,000
alumni returned for Homecoming. "Nostalgic feelings
and pride are pretty central to
what this institition is about.
Certainly lifestyles have
changed, but the tone of the
University hasn't changed that
much," says Chase.
And this year's . returning
alumni will probably feel the
same.
1

- _ (continued from page l) _
on a °frrst-<;ome/ first-serve :
Beauregard advocates a
basis. - When the.y're gone, a brief description of ~le_ven of
complete review of the
there's nothing we can do about the orgnaizations it funds.
it.,,
According to the pamphlet, Granite's operation. "Why
According to · Davis, the "the Granite is published each look into the activities of a
reason for the problem is quite year and is available to all reputable organization that
works, like WUNH?" asks
simple. There are approximat- undergraduates.,,
ely 5600 copies of the Granite ·
"Apparently, it's not Beauregard. "We really should
printed each year. Because the available to all ,undergrad- be checking out the Granite; it .
yearbook becomes available to ua tes," said Beauregard, obviously is not working
students only in the fall of the "because we don't have one." right."
following academic year for
He pointed to the Caboodle,
which the book was intended, it page 39, that reads "copies are
is mailed, out to graduating available to undergraduates
seniors, free of charge. .
who have paid two semesters of
"The 1981 Granite was one the Student Activity Fee."
This is Beauregard's sixth
year late and as a result was
mailed to two graduating semester at UNH and still he
classes," said Davis. "That left hasn't received one yearbook
us with about 1600 books for during this time.
The situation resulted from a
the rest ·of the students. If that
wasn't enough, that's too bad. It case of mismanagement, as one
was unavoidable, but that's the UNH senior, who wished not to
wa v it is."
be identified, sees it.
That's not the way it is,
"If the yearbooks are really
All persons ·interested m officiating
according to UNH Junior Jim distributed on a firstTowle. "If J paid for it," said
come/ first-serve basis and the
intramu"ral hockey and hasketh~ 11 ~ho11ld
Towle, "then I should get it. people who graduated last
attend a meeting in Room 30 of the Field
anite
Now there will be a void in my spring had the 1981
memory of the university.,,
mailed to them, they receiv d it
House on MONDAY,, bCTOBER 4 at
Beauregard agrees. "When whether they wanted it or n t,"
4:00 P.M. If you cannot attend this
I'm an alumnus, looking back he said.
at my years of schooling and
This is true, accordin to
meeting, please contact Rick Greenspan
the activities I'd been involved Davis. "Last year's grad ting
with at UNH, I'll only be able seniors were juniors in 1981.
151- 862-2031
in the~Fieid House,
to recall three years,,, he said. "I They 're the people who made
don't think I'd look too out best on the whole deal," he
favorably upon donating my said.
~ollars as a result.,,
The one thing that infuriated
Beauregard pointed to other Beauregard the most was the
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4th
reasons he's upset by the advertisement in The New
7 P.M. New Hampshire Hal!
situation. The first of these is a Hampshire on, Friday Sept 24
pamphlet, provided by the about the Granite's distribuStudent
Senate, sent out to all tion. The ad read, "The Granite
All _those interested in becoming an
undergraduate student~ along Staffwill begin distributing the
with their bill for the fall 1981 Granite to all un~ergradIM volleyball officia!, please attend.
se mes te r. The pamphlet ua~es who were full ~i~e and
explains the mandatory paid the S~?dent Act1V1ty Fee _
ww~a..a..ailllil.._r.lii. .~iill.-liilllli&illliil-'iiilii..iiii..,_W-.ja..~ - Stu~ent Activity Fee and gives - m 1980-8 l.

OFFICIALS NEEDED
HOCKEY &

I

BASKETBALL

RM

Volleyball Officials Clinic

HOMECOMING
DANCE '82

OPEN TO
ALL UNH
STUDENTS
ALUMNI, FACULTY,
STAFF AND FRIENDS
Semi-formal dress -- Refreshments served. Tickets available at
the MUB Ticket Office, Elliot Alumni -Center o·r from Student
Ambassadors. Call 862-2040 for more information.
Sponsored by the UNH Alumni Association
and Students Activities ,- Office~
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--~ --CANCER--said Thompson.
"Our research

is

become a serious problem.
The research of Thompson~
Meeker and Herbst has earned
them a new facility funded by
the Elliot Development Fund.
It will be built near the railroad
tracks by the end of January.
Presently, their research -is
conducted in the Spaulding
Life Science building.
Thompson and his colleagues have published their
. findings in the Scientific
Journal.
.. It's encouraging," said
Thompson. · Twenty papers
published in the past three
years from other researcherssupport their observations.
Thompson is now working
concurrently with two cancer
investigations funded by the

an

interdisci'plinary approach,"

said Thompson. With all three
researchers specialized in
different areas of science, "the
chances are that we will learn
more and it helps us to focus
our efforts in the laboratory."
Thompson said within 5
years the concentration of
cancer research will be in
preventive studies.
·
,on
With caution, Th<'
was reluctant to definl, his
scientific findings.
"We are getting good effects
with some of our tests," said
Thompson. He was quick to
point out that these same tests
can be dangerous if the
compound being investigated is
used

in excess

or within a

MUSO presents ...
Dance the night away to today's
be.s t music! •Free mugs and
albums given away!
-~

0

~

£Xp

National Cancer Institute . He

different form.
is now in the final year of a
"Our preliminary findings three-year, $200,000 grant for
show that cancer may be research into the effect of
related to the diet and the selenium as a preventive
intake of dietary fat," said nutrient. The current Breast
Thompson. He further stressed Cancer Grant is funded
the fact that their findings are through mid-1985 .
only preliminay.
He is applying for additional
"We do not know the long funding to continue the first
term consequences of our research project.
findings ," said Thompson.
"It is extremely competitive
He said that if people found and we will receive notification
out that Vitamin A might in January if awarded the
prevent cancer, some people finances ," said Thompson.
would take an excess of the
Thompson is a busy man and
vitamin, causing possible liver yet, he is also hoping for a third
damage . Not only ·people .grant in order to further study
inflicted with cancer would the effect _of dietary fat on
-misuse the nutrient. It could cancer development.

Sunday, October 10
IN THE MUB PUB
Admission 50¢
Doors open at ·8:00p.m.
UNH ID/ Proof of A e Re uired

AMERICAN CANCER soc~vl
m

GET IN THE ACT WITH
THE 1983
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT I.D. CARD
WE HAVE THE
LOWEST AVAILABLE
UNRESTRICTED
AIRFARES FOR
STUDENTS

WL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away- 24
hours .. day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can-call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.

WE CAN ALSO HELP YOU
WITH
- YOUTH HOSTEL PASS
- EURAIL PASS
- BR/TRAIL PASS
.- TRAVEL BOOKS
- STUDY ABROAD
INFORMATION
- WORK PROGRAMS

Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus (April 21-May 21) .... 1-212-976-5151
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer Oune 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353
Leo Ouly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .... 1-212-976-5656

VISIT US, OR WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE 1983 STUDENT
TRAVEL CATALOG
AND ALL SERVICES OF
THE COUNCIL ON
INTERNATIONAL.!'?_UCATIONAL

-UR~~---EXCHAM.:JE

I

I NAME
I ADDRESS - - - - - - - nt I
I CITY - - - - - - - - -

ClAI■•-• - COWIC& ~NI. ~ S I STATE

"17J•·.,.,_

1st Min. Extra Min.

--------------

I

ZIP_ _ _

Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius Oan. 21-Feb.19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262

I
I
I
I

I

·-------------·

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

58(t
34(t
23(t

39(t
2-W
1~

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the Durham area.

23(t
23t

1~
16'

•A service mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone, Inc.

Tax not included.

·@NawEl......,..11~

~

E
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education .
Student Trustee Jon Cohen
.. Should she be their final said if she goes, "students will
choice., I would congratulate miss her in ways. they'll never
her," Morse said.
•know about. Like how she
Student leaders agreed that stands up for the ·university
Handler's leaving would be a with the state. She's put a lot of
great loss.
effort into fund-raising."
What she's done with fundGerman cuisine and dancing
Student Body President
raising
and the faculty is a
Marston House
Karen Johnson said if Handler
phenomenal
job, Johnson said.
were to accept the position, the
Student Senator Joshua
Friday, October 8, at 6:00PM
University would "suffer the
loss of a very caring and Gordon said if Handler leaves,
( Ti_ckets available at door-$2.50)
her absence will just be adding
leader in whose short
a.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. dedicated
term here, the University has to the lack of continuity the
felt the fortune of her administration is currently
dealing with.
presence."
Johnson said if she is offered
.. It was not a planned move.
the
position and accepts, "it is
It's more like the opportunity
crucial that we make use of the
arose,"
Johnson
said.
College
In response to speculation time we have left. We need to
that
the difficulties of raisin£ maintain the level ( of progress)
Sprtngfleld, Jl'fassachusecu
money might be a reason why we ·re at now. ··
will bf represented by
Handler might decide to leave,
"The ground work has been
Johnson said , "If there's one laid, so if she leaves, someone
thing she's not, she's not a else can come in and take the
Professor Richard P. Cole
quitter."
rei~J?-S."
conducting a mock law class
Brandeis, a private
.. I think Brandeis is an
excellent opportunity. She has ·university, i-s about a quarter
the good fortune in the caliber the size of UNH, with ·2,850
undergraduates and 550
of the school," she said. ·
Tuesday, October 12
graduates. This year UNH
"She has a commi_tment to enrollment was about 10.500
from 1 p~m. - 3 p.m.
the University and will always undergraduate and graduate
have that. We have to consider students.
ourselves fortunate (that she ~ign up - Rm. 227, Hewitt Hall
was here)."

*'

*

C[ljJ ;;:.;r;::~ngland

----------------------------

University of New Hampshire
We encourage attendance by interested
students, including _ women, minority,
handicapped students.

and

The NeW Hampshire_

"NO
MORE

MR.NICE

GUY:'
"I'm not my old lovable
self when I'm around
cigarettes. I get real
cranky. So I want all you
smokers to quit once
and for all. And who
knows? You might even
put a smile on my face'.'

American Cancer Society

senior Portraits
-Sign up Now in Room 125
of the MUB
Monday-Wedne sday 12-3
Tuesday-Thursd ay 2-5

Senior Portraits begin
October 18
Hurry- while there is still space!

t
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.U niversity Forum
Xeno L. Sllllth

Cogito ergo ~ubito
This message is directed towards the University,
the Dept. of Elephant Talk, and anybody else
who'd care to listen, but especially to Nine, Nine
and a half, who claims to emulate me.
Well if you emulate me, then forcrissake will you
please ·spell my name right? I know every other
Zeno in history back to Zeno of Elea spelled their
name with a .. Z", but it's my name, and I spell it with
an "X". And it's pronounced "Zee-no", not
''Zenno", the way Jim Knox and others persist in
mispronouncing it. But, then again, that is
consistant •with the general frustrating, bumbling
absurdity of life, so I suppose it's okay. I'm bound
to be constantly misinterpretted and
misunderstood. After all, this is the real world, isn't
it, Nine, Nine and a half?
I keep encountering people who ask the question:
"Who the hell is Xeno Smith?" I encounter a lot
more people who don't give a damn but for those
people who do, I think it's about time I offered
some kind of an answer. You might not like the
answer I give, but I'm not here to win any
popularity contests. If I was, I'd have a name like
Tiffy of Muffy or Susie or Quiche, and I'd buy some
nice, expensive clothes with little alligators on
them, join the right campus organizations, smile a
lot, and go around saying things like "awesome"
and .. you're the best big sister anybody ever had."
But I'm here for a very different reason--or should I
say, I'm .not entirely here.
So, who is this deranged malcontent who goes
around writing on bathroom walls and riddling the
Personals with her own particularly bizarre brand
of nonsense? Who the hell is Xeno Smith?
Yea, verily,
I am the innate surd. I am the buzzing
,r

fly that annoys people out of unthinking lethargy. I
am the grinning harlequin who cracks the
intellectual facade with laughter. I am the voice of
absurdity who bates and badgers the smugly
rational and all those who take themselves too
seriously. I am a joker, a fool, a prophet, a heretic,
· and a pest. I am unmutual. I am unconvinced. I am
mad as hell and I'm not going to take it anymore. I
am the walrus. I am one of the people your parents
warned you about,a corruptor of youth who ought
to be fed hemlock. I am unwashed and somewhat
slightly dazed. I make things difficult for those who
think they have all the answers. I am cross-eyed and
painless. I leave rubber chickens in people's
mailboxes to remind them that this is the real
world, and that even the evil Grand Wizard of the
Ku Klux Klan is just as likely as the next man to fart
i~ the ipiddle of a c'ross-burning and turn red as a
beet under his sheet as he gasps for fresh air.
I have utter contempt for sheep, dogs, ninnies
and twits. I have genuine respect for true
intelligence, curiosity, and the courage to question
authority. Not defy it, mind you. I'm not an
anarchist. Or an Antichrist, altho some of my
B.A.c·. (Born Again Christian? -editor's note)
acquaintances may think ·otherwise.Nor am I a
misanthrope, or I wouldn't be talking to you like
this. I am gadfly trying to prod you and as many
other people as possible into thinking.
I am trying to get you to use the damned cerebral
cortex your DNA gave you. Look around! Stop
bitching about parking fees and the price of beer

Runrlnations over tuna on whole wheat
The other day while at lunch munching away on a
tuna fish sandwich, I overheard two students
discussing their plans for graduation in May. Each
talked of their ideas about starting careers,
breaking old ties, and establishing themselves in the
New World. What caught my ear was one of them
lamenting the fact that he had essentially finished
hi~ requirements for graduation, but he still has to
take several courses that he said "won't count for
anything."
As I crunched up ~my last bit of celery, those
words continued tumbling around in my mind _
" ... won't count for anything." Must we always have ~
some sort of external system that serves to evaluate
our actions and tell us that what we do is of high of
low quality?
This question gains greater impact in the setting
of an institution of higher learning which embraces
in its bosom the rigid system of grades and credits.
For some reason, grades and credits become seen as
a way of measuring 'progress' and 'learning', with a
bachelor's degree indicating some quantum level of
achievement in this system.
I suppose that we were conditioned for external
systems of evaluation in the first grade.
Conditioning came in the form of those little 'happy
dog' faces that apport of external evaluation about
our work. We learned to accept this.
This conditioning continued throughout school :
into college, where it often seems like the number of
credits one has accumulated, or a particular grade
point average achieved are critical standards for
judgement. What happened to our own standards,
interal guidelines by which we can feel whether or
not we have accomplished something worthwhile
or have performed up to our own potential? This
writer -has fought thr-0ugh courses- anti received a
'C', and learned far more than others in which I

receive t e almighty 'A'. I happen to have a great
deal more faith in the validity of my own system of
values than one that is externally imposed.
ft seems that many students are engulfed in this
web of conforming to external requirements and
doing just what is expected of them. I see the
exuberance and creativity of the masses to be at a
stifled low level. How many individuals here are
breaking out of previously-c, ..,t molds and 'going
for it' i.e. making some strides toward selfdetermination? Certainly many of us are caught up .
in the responsibilities of school, work, family, and
friends, but there is always some room for making
personal contributions to the world around us. I
don't believe that each of us needs to initiate a new
wave of philanthropy, but a few small ripples would
be a refreshing start.
We are emerging into a decade of fiscal
conservatism. After growing up in the Sixties and
facing change, turbulence, and people on the moon,
and wandering through the Seventies observing
massive technological changes and a self-indulgent
generation recoil from a War, should we now
establish an era of personal conservatism and
reactionary attitudes?
I say no. There is too much to learn, too many

good·i but when they drop the Big One we're all
going to get it--us,the baby seals,the whales,and.
the pigeons that crap on your head as you walk in
and out of the buildings on campus. For god's sake-no for your sake--wake .up, get disturbed, and
think about it! What yo~ ultimately decide to do,
even if you decide to do nothing, it's your business. _
But at least think about it.
And, should you decide to go forth and fight for a
change, to devote your life to some good cause, to
save the whales or poor, starving Anita in Nairobi,
Kenya, be adv·ised: do not become your own worst
enemy. Even the righteous can be wrong, and even a
saint must sometimes go to the can. You're only
human. And don't you forget it. But, being human
is not such a bad thing, really. Some of my best
friends are human.
So that's it, dear friends. That, at least in part, is
what Xeno Smith is all about. Take it or leave it.
And it would appear that some.people are taking-it
with enthusiasm. I started out alone, a voice crying
out in the wilderness, and now I have been joined by ..
the BFHSB organization, Thaddeus Thorne, et al,
and apparently Nine, 'Nine and a half. I welcome
you. And believe me. You haven't heard the last of
Xeno L. Smith.
Unless, of course, they dr"p the Big One.
Cogito ergo dubito
Xeno L. Smith

Xeno L. Smith is recognized as somewhat of a sage ,
by women who use the Hamilton Smith, PCA C,
and MU B restrooms. Just for the record, she is not
and never has been Martha Thomas.

Randy Schroeder
hours to live, and so many risks to take to allow an ·
aura of restraint to grip our lives. We should not be
swayed by the callings of the New Right,
encouraging us to adhere to those external and
Capitalist values that lead us to give away our own
self-determination. Each new situation faced in a
lifetime is an opportunity to grow. We have within
ourselves the ability for self-empowerment.
Ironically, our current President and the leader
of the New Right, has encouraged us as Americans
to take greater pride in our country,and re-develop
our sense of loyalty and patriotism ... Let's make
America great again," Reagan exclaims as he chews
away on purple jelly beans and beams his boyish
grin (did you ever notice how he bobs his head when
he talks?).Although my disdain for what Reagan
represents runs high, I have to admire his goal of
whipping up a new spirit in this country, and urging ,
I
us to make self-less contributions for the good of
the whole.
I become disturbed when I see a half-hearted
effort put forth simply because no concrete payoff
exists. What about the intrinsic value of work and
effort for its own sake? Have we gotten to the point
of _requiring greater and greater immediacy of ·
rewards, with long-term an<;t abstract rewards of
self-satisfaction and feelings of accomplishment
seemingly blurred by the desire for cold cash, good
grades, or a new pair of designer jeans?
Each of us does a personal disservice unless we at
least attempt to accomplish something we thought
· to be immpossible, or make a 100% effort for
something in which we truly believe.

Randy Schroeder is a graduate student in
counseling who rides a lot of bikes (one at a time)
and who prefers brown bread and bandanas. ( Make
the connection?)
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Editorial
Why hats off to the MUB?
Foundation, isalsoheldeachyearintheM UB.
and the Pub still draws a crowd many nights.
Why should UNH students take thier hats
For commuters, the MUB is a continual pitHundreds of students spent twelve dark hours
off to the MUB? Why should we even notice
stop; it's where to get a cup
on the cold and wet gravel banking under the
the MU B? ,
of coffee in the morning,
MU B, waiting to get in line for J. Geils tickets
Tradition, you say; the MU B was dedicated
lunch in the afternoon, and
last year. Then they spent the morning getting
25 years ago this weekend, also during
. --\\~~ ~~it ~o: the Karivan when
pushed and shoved in line. The Dance-a-thon,
Homecoming, after 15 years of fundraising,
°'M~·-11t s rammg.
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Letters
Horses
To the Editor:
Mary Doyle's article on the
UNH Horsemanship program was
the worst piece of drivel i 've read in
a long time. It seems Ms. Doyle
was too caught up in her bizarre
imagery to do credit to either the
program or its director, Janet
Briggs. Unfortunately, what she
left out of the article is far more
important than the moronic,
absurd description she included.
As a participant in the
Horsemanship Program, I can
only say it's been for me the most
enjoyable a$pect of being at U H.
There are many others who feel the
same way. Regardless of a not
unlimited budget, the program is
both satisfying and valuable to all
who involve themselves in it. The
people Ms. Doyle identified as
"instructors" are actually students
who are working toward getting
instructor's certification, so they

can teach horsemanship when they
graduate. Mrs. Briggs does not ·
_"hide away" in her office: she
works there as well as elsewhere.
If I am to be quoted without my
permissi·on in The New
Hampshire, the quotes should be
accurate; not taken out of context
and embellished to suit the writer's
ridiculous style. I suggested to
Mary Doyle that she write the
article, but can only be sorry I did.
Although it may be trne that the
Horsemanship Program receives
inadequate attention. the type of
attention Mary Doyle and The
New Hampshire paid it can be
done without.
Dierdre Doyle

•
To the Editor:
Last Friday, October I st, I read
an article by Mary Doyle
concerning the UNH Horsemanship Program. I believe that Mary
Doyle's intention was to portray
the Horsemanship Program

Writing_ letters to the Editor
Le11er.,· 1u 1he Edi1or fur _.puhlication in The New Hampshire
must he signed and no longer 1han twu pages 1yped, douhle spaced.
Lellers mar he hrought to Room 15 l in !he MU B, ur mailed to:
Editor. The Ne11· Hampshire. Ruom 151, MUB. UNH: Durham,
. N fl. 03824.

-

-

positively. Unfortunately, she fell
short of her goal. As former
Assistant Manager at the UNH
horse stables, I offer the following
insights and opinions.
The faculty of the UN H
Horsemanship Program, among
whom are Janet Briggs and Amy
Dickens, are dedicated and
concerned professionals who teach
serious academics and provide
instruction in the fine art of
horsemanship, handling and
management. It has been my
experience that they are respected
and well-liked by their students.
The physical facilities of the
horse stables boast a large indoor
riding arena and bleachers, an
outdoor riding ring, the smaller
racing commission barn, a
classroom building, as well as
pastureland and turn out areas. A
constant stream of students and
visitors pass through the clean and
tidy main barn. It is a pleasant
atmosphere where one can observe
the blacksmith at work, watch
people ride or merely listen to
horses whinny and eat hay.
This past weekend the UNH
Horse Stables held its semi-annual
Horse Trials (a 3 phase event
consisting of cross country
jumping, stadium jumping and
dressage). Over 100 horsemen and
women competed from New
England and Canada. If only the
New Hampshire had run pictures
and a story on this outstanding
event.
There is more, much more at the

UNH Horse Stables--ongoing
embryo transplant research,
weekend clinics by olympic-level
trainers, intercollegiate competitions, a fine breeding program ... it
is unfortunate that Mary Doyle
was unable to capture the

intellectual and personal
enthusiasm of the faculty, students
and staff of the UN H Horsemanship Program and the feeling we all
share, that it is a very special place.
Cynthia Hayden
Strafford. N.H.
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The Pentagon inoves
market, "Consumer electronics" is struggling
to climb out of a two-year downturn. Texas '
Instruments has already laid off 7,000
employees, or 9 percent of its worldwide
workforce; other major semiconductor makers
WASHINGTON-Over the next five years,
have undergone similar "employm~nt
the nation's most touted growth industryreduction." It's been enough to force many
high-technology products will be increasingly
businesses to turn to the customer of last
reliant on the patronage of the U.S. Defense
resort: the Pentagon.
Department. Whether those seeking high-tech
Indeed, in 1979 government purchases
careers, let alone those already in the industry,
accounted for about 25 percent of the U.S.
are prepared to confront th.e morality of their
electronic market; of that total, defense
work remains open to question. ·
procurement comprised more than 80 percent.
It might seem silly to worry about those
Americans who've thrown their hats into the . Under Ronald Reagan ·s five-year., $1.6-tnllion
military build-up, Pentagon purchases and
electronics ring. After all, "with the rapid
subsidies
for research and development are
growth and evolution of the electronics
expected
to
rise I 06 percent, according to the
industries, job opportunities ... are now ever
on
Economic
Priorities. "The military
Council
greater than they have been in past years,"
is
becoming
a
much
larger
percentage of the ·
writes Peter f. McCloskey of the Electronics
market,"
said
Thomas
C. Beiseker~
industry's
Industries Association. Starting with 1978
of
Data
Design
Laboratories
in
president
figures, the Labor Department predicts
Cucamonga,
Calif.
employment jumps of 2,000 percent among
Inherent in the Defense Department's
systems analysts and 50 percent among
spending
plans is the thinly-veiled objective of
electrical engineers by 1990; The Futurist
control
over
the future of the U.S. electronics
magazine projects I million new jobs for ·
and
the means for electronic warfare.
industry
computer programmers by the turn of the
Richard
D.
Dela
uer, undersecretary of defense
century.
and
engineering, put it another
for
research
For students, these projections stand to
way:
"In
the
United
States, electrical engineers,
make microelectronics in the '80's what law ·
and our defense
the
electronics
industry
and medicine were for those go-getters in the
establishment,
working
in
partnership ... can
'70's. In fact, American high-tech firms
ensure
that
each
retains
its
present
position of
complain that U.S. colleges and universities
leadership
not
only
for
the
national
benefit but
can't produce enough technical wizards to
also
for
that
of
the
world."
meet their needs.
So far, most of the criticism for this shift has
Unfortunately, in the short run, the
on its econo01ic impact. Lester
focused
electronics industry hasn't been immune to the
Gordon Adams and 9ther military
Thurow,
recession. Despite prosperity in the videogame

By Gkn & She.arei:

•·

1n

nemeses have contended that the Pentagon's
preoccupation with command, control and
communications could destroy our ability to
compete commercially with Japan and Europe
in the critical '80 's.
Too little attention, however, has been
devoted to those who will shoulder the promilitary shift. To what extent will an electrical
engineer at some semi-conductor company
desire responsibility for the use of his or her
work in an "Isreali" or "Saudi" heat-seeking·
missile? Would current and aspiring high-tech .
professionals be as excited about their field if
they knew it was becoming increasingly
militarized?
These questions may help to explain the
emergence of such worker~' bunds as HighTechnology Professionals for Peace, a Boston- ·
based counseling center, and the Technology
and Society Committee, a discussion group of
employees from about 75 companies · in
California' Silicon y alley. "l can't think of any
major manufacturer in the valley that doesn't
produce something used in the military
market," said David Perasso of the California
gorup. "Many who wouldn't otherwise
question corporate policies are beginning to
look for answers."
Just as workers are grappling with their
moral dilemma, so should those who plan to
follow in their footsteps. It might be dangerous
to preach caution to a generation with its eye
on job security, but we owe the careerists of
tomorr~w the opportunity to do something
other than high-tech piecework for war.
Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are sydicated
columnists.
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-----SUNUNU--~---------------KEENE--(continued from page 1)
ship, a clear perspective on the
state's problems and had no
clear range plan for the future.
Sununu said six to ten key
positions in the Gallen
Administration were being
mismanaged and were a major
cause of the state's problems.
Sununu charged the state
controller didn't have enough
managing or business
experience to be "his own
deputy" and should not be in
charge of the liquor revenue
one of the leading sources of
revenue in the state.
Sununu also charged that the
Public Utilities Company's
decision to slow down work on
Unit II of the Seabrook
Nuclear Power Plant would
cost the rate payer more.
Already the rate payer faces a

students "there seems to be a
little bit m·ore emphasis on instate students."
Sununu made a brief speech
before turning to answer
questions put forth by the
audience in which he attacked
Gallen for: turning a $35
million state surplus into a $35
million deficit, and causing a
decrease in the state's bond
rating.
Sununu said the quality of
life in New Hampshire which
the state had become famous
for, had all but diminished
within the last four years the
incumbent governor has been
in offife.
The Gallen Administration,
_said Sl!n_unu, lacked leader-

$24 hike in his electric bill once

the power plant goes on line,
Sununu said.
Contrary to what Sununu
called "the blatant distortions
of the Gallen campaign,"
Sununu said he "has been very
much involved in th~
environmental issues," facing
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THINGS ARE TOUGH
A COLUMBIA ALL OVER
l!9 ~
A~~flast at 8:30
CHEECH & NICI liJ
CHONG'S'

I)

Capitol's low fares

"What a break!..
Wherever we f1Y, we have the lowest .
unrestricted fares. That means no advance
purchase,.no minimum stay. We're always
glad to see you, even at the last minute.
Make up your mind today- and by tomorrow, you're on your way!
For reservations and information, call
your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York CitY, 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-0-0-C-A-P-1-T-O-L).

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS
Chl(•go
San Francisco*~

* Boston

~

~-•Brussels
~~==~~~==:"1'-*
- --•Frankfurt
Los Angeles*
Pholadelp\{\wYm ---*Zurict,

(continued 'from page 3)
The negotiating has not gone the mid-west. She says that the
smoothly. The following time Trustees should empower their
table came from material representative to make a
proyided_l>v the USNH.
tentative contract to avoid the
After several unsuccessful conS t ant phone calls ·for
confirmc:1tion.
attempts to set up negotiating
On the 13th of September, a
dates with the KSCEA, the
USNH submitted to them a contract was worked out which
proposal on June 28. This was almost agreeable to both
contract simply said that the sides but after a telephone call,
KSC faculty would receive pay the Trustee's negotiator
raises according to the same removed the proposal and
guidelines used at UNH and came up with one the next day
which was, says Notman, a
PSC.
copy of the- June 28 proposal.
On July 29 , the KSCEA filed
charges of unfair labor.
T-he union then, in anger,
practices against the USNH . returned to their earlier
On August 23, KSCEA position of demanding a 9%
withdrew the charges and across-the-board pay raise.
began negotiating. This is This situation led to the latest
because Notman was told that impasse.
the court will not decide the
This problem has created
matter
until all othc1
alternative solutions have been quite an uproar among the
non"'.union faculty and the
exhausted.
students at. KSC.
On August 24, the KSCEA
A rally to support the efforts
declared --an impasse on the of the KSCEA drew a crowd of ·
1981-83 contract and on over 200 people. The students
Augu-st 26 an impartial had considered a take-over of
JOHN SUNUNU
mediator took over the the administration_building in
The type of industry Sununu proceedings.
Keene to show their anger.
said he would want in the state
More mediating and fact
As a gesture of support for
included light manufacturing, finding took place on the union, the student senate
computer services and high September 13 and the next day has stopped operating. The
technology which would the USN H presented . a KSCEA estimates that not only
stimulate quality jobs ·in the ,. proposal which was very does the union support their
-- similar to their earlier ones. postition but better than 50%
state.
The KSCEA turned it down:
of the non-union staff agrees
"It is the quality of growth,
with them.
Recently another impasse
not quantity," Sununu said.
Th~ faculty of KSC would
"I'm committed as a Governor was declared.Now another fact like the support of the faculty
to travel to any length and finding period will take place and students of UNH and PSC.
breadth as chief spokesman and if that doesn't produce a During the meeting several
that this is where we want solution then binding references were made to the
arbitration is th~ next step.
industry to come."
possibility of the UNH faculty
"I suspect that it will have to unionizing.
Sununu, who has taken "the go to binding arbitration,
Dr. Robert Kaufman, a
pledge"· not to propose an.y although r hope not because UN H representative of the
our
experience
with
the
system
sales or income tax in the state,
American Association of
said there was about $40 has been that they are the University Professors, said
worlds
biggest
sore
losers,"
million being wasted because of
, although the UNH faculty
mismanagement that could be says Notman.
always has some inclination
used to solve· the state's·
Although she is confident of towards unionizing, there are
financial problems.
the KS CEA 's position and that no signs of it happening in the
they will eventually win, there near future.
"Sure it would be easier with are several things which cause
One of the USN H's greatest
a Governor coming in with Notman some headaches.
She describes the USNH's fears is that UNH and PSC will
bags of money dangling from
him," said Sununu. "It would negotiating system as archaic. unionize, says Notman, and
be easier with a tax, but it isn't She doesn't see the need for that's why they are taking a
them to hire a negotiator from hard line with the KSCEA.
what the people want."
the state.
Sununu said he was
committed to attracting
industry into the state, "Instead
of a · Governor who went
running to Hollywood chasing
the-~°--yie_bl.!$tness."

CATNIP PUB
Start your homecoming
off with
Friday afternoon
HAPPY HOUR
at the Cat Nip

M,am,:~
Puerto Plata*

* San Juan

3-7pm _
Durham's longest and lowest priced happy hour!

********************
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Arts ·& Features
Resea~ch of Dover ·drinking establishments shows positive results
'

,

By Skip N. Stagger
emblazoned with the epitaph,
As N eiI Young once Si;ing,
.\ "Slippery when wet."; The ·
"Meet the losers in the best · shark with , the half pool cue
bars, see the winnners in the 1over the bar with a sign beneath . ·
dives.,, The New Hampsh:ires \ saying "This is what happened
Society for Locating Outstand- ' to the last guy who broke a pool
ing Bars, (S.LO.B.) hit the stick.,,
streets:-' of Dover to research
As I took note of the sign
and, if neccesary, disprove Mr. , showing the Happy Hour from ·
Young's statement.
· 7 to 9 a.m. for those in need of
We tra veiled to C.J. Olivers an early morning eye opener or
Pub, on _ Broadway Street, .· a bracer after night work one of
where the men are men, the my fellow researchers passed
women are manly(and thatjust . me a cup of cold beer to sample.
makes the bathrooms kosher)
The milk of human kindness
and observed it's famous slat lt:u LO course through my
Tuesday nickel beer night.
veins. As I sampled the cold
Armed with our elbow pads refreshing liquid.
arid cold coinage, we enfered
I slapped I 54: on the bar and
the watering hole at seven treated the men to a round on
o'clock just in time to place me. (Without a doubt I
overselves at the strategic impressed the bar maid.)
We continued to quaff
quaffing positition across from
the sacraficial keg.
hearty amounts of the golden
What decor! The black and fluid and our di~ussion of the
orange suspended ceiling no political ramifications of the
doubt was installed to Budweiser vs. Schiitz taste tests
compliment the black leather when we were only slightly
clothing favorited by C.J. 's deafened by the resounding ·
regular clientile. Despite their declaration the nickel keg bittersweet liquids so amply
fierce looks, these spirited indeed had run out. 0 sad provided by C.J. 's.
After but a few steps our
revelors were most accomadat- moment. Beer was now it's
ing and friendly to \Our usual price and our coffers throats .- again felt parched.
being insufficient, we took the Weakened by our hops and
researcher.
The walls attempt the trophy wiser route (the door) and barley dinner, we dared not
room look: The boars head · meandered onward to new venture any further than the
placed over · the poster of a horizons heartened by the nearest watering hole, Stan's
woman in a wet t-shirt prodigious quantity_ of sweet Cafe.

..,,,

...

.

.

... . .

-

_ Ail eyes were upon us as we otherwis~ swallow your moqey.
stepped through the door. We After I chastized him for
obtained a pitcher of beer and repeated gutter shots, we took
paid the barkeep a mere token the liberty of taking liberty
fare ( $1.85). Then we preceded from Stan's Cafe. The night
to the back of the room, full of was young and we (minds
apprehension tingling •to the fortified, knees weakened) still
toes.
·
had further conquests before
Stan's has a more stereotypi- dawns early light.
cal bar ataiosphere. The
Buzzy's Keg Room looks like
patrons sat watching a Yankees a hardware store for the hard
game. (How American) on the and ·wary. The pool table
TV at the end of"the board. Bits dominated the scene and the
of happy, friendly conversation people all know each other (but
. dappled the air much like the not us). Elbow pads aren't
rippling puddles of beer on the necessary here, (They have
wood and flormica
r. '€>ne pool cues!) so we took them off
conversationalist said · to her and once again rose frothy
partner the man next to her, mugs to health, happiness, and
"Are you trying to pick me up?" finding our way home. There is
"All I've got is a quarter and I clearly a "Buzzy's crowd".
have to leave the tip", he replied Dollar bills lined up over the
with a grin. Yes, a family place full length bar mirror bear
to the hilt.
names of well wishers. Our well
After draining my - glass, I tramed eyes caught the flicker
i decided to survey the facilifies.
of electronic amusement in the
The partition by the mens -anti chamber.
restroom is a handy guide for
Out fitted with a Rolling
, the unfortunate few who need it Stones pin ball ma'c hine and
as a sort of "chute" to the door. Donkey Kong upright video, I
· I entered and "rested", while was reminded of my younger
observing the trough like "No days, -slugging quarters ·on the
Miss" urinal.
Jersey Shore.
Thus relieved, I returned to
My eyes misted. Was it the
_our table to find my cohort boardwalk memories or the
engaged in a game on the cigarette smoke?
· "Bowl-a-Rama", a mechanical
Snapping back to reality ( or
bowling device designed t6
DOVER BARS, page 16
_amuse yo_u, confuse you and

!
!

I
-1
I

!i

Confessions of a caffeine addict: is there a .cure?.·

. ...

found in the Dimond ·Library. quarter pound of Colombian My ·R.A. is beginning to the ~ercy of the "Big ~
c". ~ut
By Dav,1d Andrews
-ht fact,they actually like the Maxwell Ho~se _ and th!ee . wonder, our friends all know, theres hope for us coffeehohcs.
They r~ out there._ You can coffee that comes from the . grams of Vivann, nothmg and our digestive systems The first _step o~ ~he road to
s~e _them m the mor~mg at a~y vending machines.
could stop me.
.definitely know.
recovery is admitting that we
~mm~- hall. The¥ re ea~ily ·
"lt'sgreat,"oneofmyfriends
Over the summer I manage~
We need help. My friend, are_ l_)OWerless over the
identified by their shakmg said the other morning as he to dry myself out, but this (who wishes to remain addiction. We have to let go,
hands, half-closed eyes and bad gulped down his second cup of semester I had a rel'!pse. Now, I anonymous) actually tried to and let God help u~ throu~h.
coffee breath.
_
.
dining hall coffee. "It's bitchin' and two of my ne_ighbors are figure out a way to "free-base"
"Not me, "my fnend ~i~ as
They are the caffeme addicts coffee which is the best coffee." full-fledged caffeme freaks. coffee. Last weekend he had a
he careened across the dmmg ·
at UNH. They're the ones who
As he spoke a familiar look We've withdrawn from all of beautiful weekend canoeing in hall in pursuit of-yet another
bring three cans of Coca-Cola came into his eyes. It is a wild our "straight" friends. Every . a river in the White Mountains.
cup of coffee. "I can quit
to math lecture. You ~an look that I know has been on !?ight _you can ,,find u~ in our
The weather was perfect and ~nytime. I do!! 't need it, I just
always find . the~ hangn~g · my face much too often. you
caffeme den _ cookm~ up the women he went· with were hke the taste.
_ _
aroun~ !he coffee dispensers m see, I too am a caffeine addict. a~other pot_ of Java while we gorgeous. "But it was terrible," , .. Then he sta!:1ed smgmg the
the dmmg halls,~ They ~~~e
It all started the end of last giggle fiendishly and_ ~ub _our he said. "No coffee. I fell asleep Jmgle th~t go~s Cof~~e and tea,
empty packs of NO-Do~ m semester. I'd put off my studies hands togethe~ m an!icipat10n. in my canoe. I was shivering all
put the Java m me... He needs
their waste p3:per bas~ets.
until the last minute and ended
Every m~rnmg we Jump start the time, totally exhausted. I
help, we all need help, but we
_These_ ca!feme ad~icts don't up pulling three consecutive ourselves with at least two cups had wicked bad coffee tremens. · have_ ~o be the first ones to
mmd dnnkmg the bitter coffee all-nighters in a last ditch effort of c~ffee or tea. At lunch, I was a wreck."
admit_ it. ~obody else can make
that . comes ~rom _'the coffee to pass my courses. Armed with nothmg le~s than th~ee glasses :
"You look terrible," I agreed.
us qmt.
vendmg machmes hke the ones two liters of cold Pepsi,a of Coke will do, no ice please. We all look terrible. We are at
.

-

·
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Author Marjorie Curtis speaks at New England Center
By Kathleen Manly Last Tuesday evening, a
most unforgetable character
came into the lives of about 20
people.
Sponsored by the Women's
Center, Marjorie Curtis,
author of the "The New
Woman Warriors Handbook:
Not for · Women Only," spoke
at the N_ew Eniland Center_
.

Curtis talked of life, love emphasizes, "The word
birth, and death. She stated 'warrior' does not imply
facts of living which were violence. It speakes of the war
benign for some, poignant for between ourselves and history,
others.
outselves and society, and most
Curtis' book is emotive of all, ourselves and ourselves."
preachings of the truths in
Curtis philosophizes, "I am
which she believes. It is what soul, I have always existed, and
hse has lived and what she lives I always will exist."
by. It is 46 years of her life. In
We are all made up of body,
reference to the title, Curtis __ mind and spirit, said Curtis.
·
··
The spiritual knows best but we
cannot ignore any part.
"Wearemadeupofmaleand
female ,"said Curtis. "We come
into a body of sex through
choice. Nothing is by accident.". __
Curtis' belifs are based on a
karmic theme; the law of cause

and -effect.
person should follow his/her '
"I have studied many ancient own path dictated by our ,
religions, philosophy, and spiritual selves. This 'soul'
eastern cultures," said Curtis, ,said Curtis has no genitals; it is !
"but it. is only when I entered neither male nor female. It is
within myself did I discover the the heart which move us all.
truth."
"Every l1vin-g ·t liirii is -soul,
Curtis believes people are human, animal or vegetlike flowers, in that, they are able,"said Curtis.
everything they are ever going ·
"Our soul always has been ·
to be. By transcending the and always will be," for
physical world the petals will example, smiled Curtis, "Some
open and discoveries can be ·women just don't seem to find _
made. Each person is his own sex of that great importance
,universe with many more and this may be because in
dimensions than the physical another life their soul over
world , as most individuals '. directed them in sexual
know it.
·
· - activites. "Maybe they just
Curtis emphaizes that e_ach : _needed a b~eak." ':
I

:- --------DOVER
the clo~est I could come) I
noted my assistant perusing the
rules of pool that were posted
on the wall. The Buzzy's decor;
pool rules and score cards,
tacked about like concert
posters in a subway station.
But wait! My bronchial cilia
were having seizures. I had to
clear out, or face a gasping fate,
lying there on the pool room
floor.
· We left and feeling in need.of
exercise and oxygen, strolled
great lengths to LoctJst St. for
, the comfort and relaxed
' · atmosphere of The Old Farm ·
Pub. We were buzzed in the
· unmarked door and ascended
the stairs
Surely, there were winners
here too. The Old Farm Pub
has a unique decor. Virtually
'unmatched in character.
Virtually undecorated, 20th

BARs---------·

(conti_nu_ed from na2e 15)
centuty sheetrock, a stroke of
genius on someone's part,
especially excluding the
bathroom door.
The Old Farm Pub features a
television screen capable of
depicting Orson Welles in true
. to life size. Michelob dark is on
tap and guests are encouraged
to help themselves to all the
popcorn you can spill.
We performed the required
test of trueness on the pool
table and were dismayed, not
that the table was in any
condition less than level, but
that we were and could not
have sunk an eight ball had
ourlives depended on it.
Truly the description of any
dive includes real people with
real personalities. Nothing
psuedo, no facades , these
people have nothing to hide.
Regardless of how inebriat~d

· you may · bt:, um; can rest
assured there is someone
lpresent in a worse state.
Unless, ot course, you are Hie
only ones present. (as we were).
Thus we received the full,
attention of the barmaid, who_
.politely indicated through
various gestures that she had
enough of our (scientific)
shenanigans. S.L.O.B. took a
vote and unanimously
concluded that winners were tO'
be found wherever beer is
cheap, and that we best pack tip
our PH meters and graduated
steins, for it was closing time
and any more research might
well lead to a doctorate.
We descended to the street
and , amidst shouts of farewell,
we each individually realized
that we lack health, but found
happiness, so the last challenge
was simply finding our
respective ad<;>_bes.

MUSO PROUDLY PRE.SENTS
THE

.r ones
The DRONES will keep you moving
with -rock classics by your favorite artists,
rockin' rhythm and blues,
plus
their own original compositions

HOMECOMING

WEEKEND

October 8 and 9

IN THE MUB PUB

Admission: $2.00
Doors Open: 8:00 -P. M.
UNH ID/PROO~ OF AGE REQUIRED

1
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----BATCHE~LOR---( continued from page 2)

go on a year to year basis
man shipwrecked on the·island seem ready to retire just yet.
_"I'll stay as long as I can do a though," said Batch.
in Time magazine's T. V.
commercials and Joe Broder- good job for the University and -'· or more simply, in Bum's
ick, the former star of the as long as I enjoy what I do. 111 terms, "He's not leaving until
he wants to leave."
television series, "Family".
UNH Professor of Theatre
and Communication Ray
Burnier said, "I went to see
Where
Man of LaMancha with him
Famous
Brands
(Batchellor) starring Richard
Cost Less!
Kiley who has appeared on
Broadway and is a former
student of Batch's. Kiley
1st Quality
2nds
walked across the stage and
and
Slightly
Less
said 'Hi Batch'. He said, 'hi
Guaranteed
·.
When
Available
Dick' like he'd seen him .
yesterday. He doesn't brag
$64.99
about things. He just goes
along day to day."
For those kids who try but
don't find initial success in the
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-9 - Sat 9-5:30 Ne~r K11ri-V~n Sto p "
theatre world, Batchellor
recommends graduate school.

He received his master's degree
and PhD from the University
of Minnesota.
The five courses Batchellor is
teaching this semester are:
introduction to theatre, history
of theatre and drama, voice and
diction, senior seminar and
public speaking.
Due to a shortage of
instructors in the theatre and
communication department,
Batchellor added public
speaking to his schedule.
"We caught short. There
were a number of students who
need it for their curriculum and
we didn't have the manpower.
It's not tremendously difficult
for me since I've taught it
before," he said.
"It's been five years since he's
taught public speaking. .fle
teaches mainly by the book,"
said one of Batchellor's
students. "He also seems like
he's overloaded with the extra
class.'' The student added that,
"No one's said thank you to
him for teaching the course but
they should."
.
Batchellor feels himself
slowing down, b~t he _4~esn \ _

Reproductive.
_Health care~ .
A team of
health care professionals
offering
GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES in
all aspects of
women's health care
and gynecological
surgery, including
· office female
· sterilizations and
PREGNANCY
TERMINATIONS.
All services provided by
an OB/ GYN surgeon and
professionally ·
trained staff
SERVICES ALSO INCLUDE
* Birth control counseling
* Pro choice
pregnancy counseling .
* FREE pregnancy testing
* Evening hours
* Sliding fee scale
Complete CONFIDENTIALITY

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.
152 Court Street
Portsmouth, N .H. 03801
603-436-6462
Hours :

:\1onday - Friday
_9am - 5pm

RED 'S
Broadway

0

.. \ 0 ~

742-1893

1); SHOE

BARN
Dover, N.H.

OYSTER BAR
__AND _
HAPPY HOUR
OYSI'ER.S 25C
-aAMS 25C
Pl us free hors
d'oeuvres..
and live
entertainment
Every Weds. thru Fri. 4:30PM-6:30PM

Wildwood
at lie.new england mar

lounge

Jttolfotd,aucnuc, ctumam, n.h. CM~J •a•••s

'
•

5HETLAN1>SWE,lfER.Sold

drwllaebS»S24. Jn 15
-.m! Cllllon forcbildrm S10.99.
For mm• SI 5.99. Now miilablt in

QASSICFAJIUSI.ESWUl'ER.
wool. Said dlewhtR far
$58.00 . Now IVllilabk in-ed
-1-hersandciaii:allonliwmiacs

I'°'

22~allonlormias

..... 'WOOi.iil.AZER ,old dltwbcre lor Sl79. Now lYllillble in
~ I-ts and plaids. Solid
flanndsin~gRl'amd. Miaa

MEN'SOD'OllDa.arH
BUTTON DOWN shirt, told
dlewbm lor $25.00, - IVlilablc in ydlow, blue, while, crane,

siza4-16

~

$~

$1299

511?9

Classic clothes

·a t these prices

arehatdto find.
COME IN FOR CJfHER UNADVEKllSED
SPECIAL ITEMS ON SALE OVER
COWMBUS DAY WEEKEND.

HOW TO FIND sWEATERVRLE. Coming from Boston,
take 195 North to exit 5. At the traffic circle take route 1 ~
and take the Maplewood Avenue exit just past Lum's. At the top
of the hill turn left.
Coming from Maine, take the route 1 bypass, ac;ross the first
bridge and take the first right _rum for downtown Portsmouth.
Go to the top of the hill and tum left onto Maplewood Avenue.
Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9 ~M, Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM, Sun.
1 PM·5 PM. Mastercharge and VI~ accep!ed.
436-5521 .
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·comics

The Gordia
Knot

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
WADDA Yfl
-SAY,DUDES!
I'M HOME!

/

By BfilON O'CONNOR .
TWO CASE5 OF GENEl!.tC
Bffl<., 6-£N~IC VOl>KA,Gf-

you Btl ." ... AND
WHAT'S EIIEN BlTTe~:,

NE~IC TE(}U/LA I GENE!<(C
MIXERS, 6€Ne~IC CJf!P.5,

I ONLY SPENT $/2 'IS. ..
LISTEN TO All THIS

GfNE~ll DoRITO$, GEN£-

Gf..EAT STUFF. . ·

RtC ()N[c»J 1)/P I AND A
GENERIC OVEN- STVFFEf<
ROASTER. TU~K.EY/!

(

'-.

~

BAD,
EH?

NOT

J

WOODERFUL.1
A 6£NERIC. I
Ha1ECDHltJ6-.

7

SHOE

By BERK~ BR~ATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
WATCH IT.
OPU515
DREAMING
AGAIN.

f>lCUSf, Mr,, lAVIE.5.
HAV€ 'tUV 5€€N B£TTY
BOOP HAN6GUDIN6
H€R6 R6C.E.N1l..Y ?

.

\

NOf FOR
ffi"leA~
1W6NT'I . 1HANK
MINl/1£5.
VOV.

_l

"
"0
(

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU ·

©1 982 Tribu ne Company Syndicate, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

"Good morning, subscribers. This morning no data is being
retrieved, no words are being processed and no info is being
entered because the computers are down. Plug in your coffee,
stand by and have a nice day!"

Has the new Randi-van
become operational yet? B.L.
Huddleston. ,
The new Handi-van, a
transport for mobility impaired
students, is on the road,
according to Nancy Kilbride o
the Kari-van office. It is used
basically for off campus
transportation betwee~n UNH
and nearby communities.
When is Scopes next concert
and whose coming? J.S.,
Barrington.
The next concert · is on
November 14 featuring the Pat
Metheny group. The jazz
fusion instrumental will be held
in the Field House at 8:00 p.m.
When will the renovations to
the eating lounge in the library
be done? M .S., Durham.
The room is open but not
truly functional. The library
administration said they are
. still waiting for the furniture
and · can't predict when the
renovations will be completed.
Whey don't they ever have
orange juice in the dining hall
at 9:30 when I go for breakfast?
D.A., Stoke.
Dining Services said once in
a blue moon they run out but
that juice is usually availabl
throughout the breakfast
period. A variety of other juices
are available such as Apricot,
Apple, V-8, Cranberry, and
Tomato at the other meals on a
rotating basis.
The Gordian Knot is your
chance to find-answers to your
questions.
Send questions to:
The Gordian Knot
Room 151 MUB
c/ o The New Hampshire
M. L. Sleep, editor

CRUSADERS.
- (continued from page 3)
of sex, drugs and rock n' roll
freaks."
Gilles then broke up with his
girl friend. -.. She only wanted
sex and didn't want to love
Jesus," he s~id.
Acc·ording to Gilles, Smock
has spoken at 250 campuses in
41 states. Both plan to spend
the rest of their lives travelling
from campus to campus by car
preaching the word of the
Bible.
Both claim to be interd enom i na tio na l in their
Christianity, but the two were
ffot well received by the
students in general. Many
looked at the two as something
to poke fun at, not to listen to.
Others were visibly upset at
what the two said such as "If
you believe in the theory of
evolution you are on the way to
becoming a homosexual," or
"If you're a Christian you're
not a hippie." It was no surprise
that many students got angry
over the remarks and some
became hostile.
"Usually the people are more
hostile and abusive," Gilles
said; as he watched the crowd's
reaction to Smock.
According to Smock; he has
been pelted with a myriad of
different objects by upset
students and on several
occasions physically attac'ked.
"Sure they get upset:" Smock
said. "Most. people are
alienated and we want to
alienate them even more. Jesus
certainly did. Our point is to
preach the Gospel."
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about soup and soap."
Ontkean said he was very
hesitant about making the
movie, "Making Love". It is
about a man who leaves his
wife for another man. Ontkean
said he took the part after a half
dozen other actors rejected it.
He rejected it twice himself
before finally accepting it. He
took the part to find out, "Why
am I afraid." "It intrigued me
that they ( other actors who
turned it down) would have
th~t kind of response. I'm not
happy with the way the movie
worked out, but I'm happy for
the experience, "he said.
.
At home in Los Angeles,
Ontkean has been active in the
anti-nuclear movement which
he calls, "The most important
issue of our time." He has also

(continued from page 2)
Ontkean once played the role
of a singer in a movie, but
because he was so unsure of his
voice he didn't do any of the
singing. He said that he felt he
did an incomplete job. "If the
chance came again," he said, "I
wanted to be ready. I've been
taking singing lessons."
While at UNH Ontkean
majored in English Literature
and minored in Theater. He
said he never planned his
schedule, but rather visited
about 20 cfasses durin2 the first

two weeks of the semester and
added the ones he felt the
teachers had some passion for . .
Ontkean will not be playing
in this year's Alumni hockey
game per order of his doctor. In
a game in Tuscon last year, he
broke 4 vertabrae in his back
and he can't afford to take the
chance of reinjuring them now.
Ontkean said his fondest
memories of UNH are
"Pl_aying hockey, acting, going
to dances and learning stuff. f
never should have left."

~ats, totes, ~olf shir_ts, s~eatshirts
Busfoesses, clubs, org~nizations

N.H. PRINTWORKS 31 31 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

NEW ENGLAND
ALL-STARS

COLD· CLINIC
IS
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We create
hairstyles for
lifestyles
at

(Bo~ton Lacrosse Club)
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Health Services

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431 -8319

Sund~y, October 10, 1982 at -i :00pm

UNH

been singing with bands.

.

VS.

\

The 1982 North East
Conference Champions

Hood House

-Limited Self-care available

-UNH MEN~S
LACROSSE TEAM

9 AM - I I AM at Pharmacy
3 PM - 9AM at Clinic

To be played on the athletic fields at the

29 Main St.

Durham
XoX-7051

Field House

Hours in effect during peak Cold Season
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ITALIAN RESTAURANT

entrees
;>ASTA Of

Pannesan

SPAGHETTI

Sauce
Mushrooms. Peppers
and Onions
Meatballs
Sausage
Chicken Breast
Pork Chop
Vea I Cutlet
-White or Red Clam Sauce
Butter and Garlic

your choice . baked in tomato sauce with mozzarella cheese

Eggplant
Chicken Breast
Veal
Cacciatore

4.95
5.95
6.95

Mushrooms. onions and peppers
sauteed in wine and tomato sauce

Chicken Breast
Pork Chop
Veal
Stea-k
Braciole

5.95
5.95
6 .95
9.95
5.95

3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95 .
4.95
6.95
5.95
3.95

-3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
4.95
6.95
5.95
3.95

Fettucine al Burro
with peas and prosciutto
Manicotti

5.95

ricotta cheese and spice filling .
baked in tomato sauce

A breast of chicken in a cele-ry, potato and basil sauce

Sausage Sautee

2.95

3.25 .
4.25
4.25
4.25
5.25
5.25
7.25
6.25
4.25

I

I

I
I
I
I

1.75 off for small or children's ordersl

Thtnly sliced sirloin. rolled with spiced stuffing and
baked in tomato sauce

Chicken Balto

THE DAY RAVIOLI

2.95 -

I
I
I
I
I
I

5.95

Lasagna

Italian sausages. onion . peppers and
potatoes sauteed to perfection

3.95
4.95
3.95
4.95

an old family recipe

Stuffed Shells

Sirloin Steak

9.95

Entrees are served with salad.
pasta & hot garlic bre~d

4.95

spinach and ricotta cheese stuffing

4gatto's

Ravioli Casserole
Chicken Florentine Lasagna

4.95

5.95

Pasta entrees come with salad & hot garlic bread

ITAUAN RESTAURANT

Next to OFF THE WALL at the Malt House
Albany Street, Portsmouth
603-431-7107
your Hosts Terry & Joe Gatto

SANDWICHES, FULL LIQUOR LICENSE, ORDERS TO GO

-
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CHILDREN'S PORTIONS AVAILABLE.
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limit 1 coupon on any order of $2.50 or more

Redeem at:

Exp. 10-12-82
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only at
48 Main St., Durham, N.H.
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You haven't come home 'til
you I ve ...
eaten our
seen our new
checked out our
stamped our
been dazzled by our
been repulsed by our

JELLYBEANS
GRAPHIC ART
FABRICS
RUBBER STAMPS
CRYSTAL
HALLOWEEN MASKS

videos),'.' said Gegas.
In addition, there will . be
changes at the bar scene at the
Franklin.
·
"We tried to make the liquor
list less complicated and more
attractive to the clients. They
(the Gegas ') had a different way
of pricing drinks. We lowered
our prices and will have a
happy hour from 7 to 9 p.m.,"
said Strocks.
Originally, when the
Franklin Ballroom was built in
the l 930's, it was a movie
theatre.
"We'd like to build up our
movie business. There's
definitely a market for it and a
need for a movie theatre in
Durham," said Strocks.
Through a low admission
fee, advertising and a "movie
listing" phone-in service, the
Franklin hopes to attract a

Rolling Stones concert- one
of the last ones, filmed in
Virginia," said O'Grady.
Movie show times are earlier
now with two shows at 7pm
and 9:10 pm.
"This is so kids who want to
see the movie can and so they'll
still have time to study," said
Strocks.
Now that Strocks and
O'Grady are taking over, theGegas' of Dover, plan to relax
and possibly travel.
"You come to the end of the
road and you want to get out.
You either decide to stay in and
get carried out or you enjoy
life," said Gegas who has been
in the restaurant and bar
business in Durham for 15
years.
The Gegas' used to own the
Down Under (now DelRossi's
restaurant) on Main Street for

large number of. movie goers

12 yoar3, bcfon. they bought

from the Seacoas·t area.
The new owners also plan to
show a diversity of films
including current releases,
classics such as "Gone With
The Wind" and innovative art
works lik~ "Diner."
"Saturdav, after the football
game, (5pm) we'll be showin2 a

the Franklin in 1979.
"It's a young man's game,"
said Gegas.
And his wife added, "It's
time I retire now and enjoy my
grandson and travel. But we're
only a .telephone call away if
they (Strocks and O'Grady)
need anything."

OLD FARM PUB
Ope·n 6 PM

SO WE'VE MISSED YOU!
COME HOME TO ...

THE OUTBACK
44 Main St., Durham

Watch U.N. ·H. Hockey
• On 7 Foot T. V.
Happy H_our 6 PM - 8 ·PM
3 Pool Tables
34 Locust St. Dover
742-9808

Members and Guests Only

CLASSIFIED
Hey JC! Where ya been hiding? How 'bout
a pizza this weekend? Hope the cold's
better. Miss Ya- DK
Do you have a spare tire- (E78-14) hanging around? Sell it to me! Call Sue at
· 868-5180
.
J-May you want to as long as you live
(with me!)-L
Cin-Cin and Lee-Lee,(I hate those
names!)-Thanks for the use of your floor .
Both me and my sanity bless you . I owe
you guys a BIG one! Love, Carol.
WELCOME HOME SUE TEETSELL!! This
time it's for real. Look forward to dacqs
tonight! We're all "really excited" about
seeing - you! Love, your long distance
roommate.
JC--Thanks for the personal and the
· invite ... never mind the Student Senate.
whenever you want to go just let me
know! Nothing will stop me from
dancing ... or at least nothing will stop
Margaret!
Bri, We don't have any food for D.C. b·ut
we will bave a good weekend anyways.
Davah- her we come! Spice.
Amy - We :,avv you vvilh your boyfriend the

other day on Main Street. How come you
were holding his bum? 2 0 D
Ed-Here's your first official personnal
from' me, see, it's typed! It was good to see
you the other weekend, you better come
and visit us again sometime. Looking
forward to it. Write well, love, Carol.
Donna, You·re the only person I know who
tries to remain seated on a cow after it's
up and running . Are all farmers like that,
or is it all that Worcester smog finally
affecting your brain? I sincerely hope you
aren't hurt. who will meet me at TP on
Saturday nights?? Love Lisa
Women of McLaughlin- Reserve
Saturday night. October 9th for the men
of Lord Hall. We're having a big dance
from 9pm-1 am, and you are all invited to
attend. There is no set theme. so you can
dress up in any costume you want. Come
over and surprise us!
A.A. , Thanks for the personal, even if it
was a little exaggerated. Good luck in the
race - and have a great weekend .
Respectfully, the girl under you.
YO THERE! THE BIG "25" IS UPON US!!
JOIN IN - CELEBRATE THE MUB'S 25th
BIRTHDAY!--STILL TIME TO
REGISTER FOR THE CAT'S CLOSET
DRAWING FOR A GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR
$25.00 IN COMMEMORATION OF THE
EVENT! DRAWING SUN. EVE . OCT. 10,
1982

GENERAL MEETING
•
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For those interested in working

STAGE CREW
and

SECURITY
AUDITIONS
for the

MUSES
a women's song and dance company
October 12th and 13th at 8:00 p.m. in M-128, PCAC
Call backs, to be announced.

for

THE PAT
METHENY

GROUP

Prepare one upbeat number,and one ballad.
Minimal dance experience required. Be prepared to
follow a few steps.
For more f-nf~., call Bonnie at 2-1672 or 868-9837
or Julie at . J:../606 or 868-9720 .
} .

·,

~

Monday Oct. 11 7 PM
outside SCOPE offices.

CLASSIFIEDHELP WANTED: Part-Time position
available for college student to represent
travel company on campus. Earn
commission, free travel and work
experience. Contact: Beachcomber Tours,
Inc. 1325 Millersport Hgwy.,
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221 (716) 6323723.
Work Study positions open at Central
Receiving Stock Accounting, Data
Processing. Receiving Clercks Clerical.
Contact Dick Neal by Oct 10-15 for
interview. 862-3995.
Men-Women!! Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required ..
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
Seafax, Dept. D-14 Box 2049 Prt Angeles,
Washington 98362.
Help Wanted: Person to read college
textbooks on to tape for visually impaired
student 10-12 hrs/wk. $3 .50/hr.
Work/study required. Contact Len
Lamberti. 862-3698

Scott-if you'll return the fishing gear, I
have the skis.
Ride desperately needed to N.Y. weekend
of Oct 15-17 (Cold Spring, N .Y.
Poughkeepsie (Westchester, Putnam or
Dutchess County Area) or along Rte. 84,
684, or 287) Call Colleen 436-2738, if not
there, ·Ieave a message, please. Will share
expenses. Please let me know as soon as
possible. 10/12
Dearest Engelhardt Men- Thanx for the
ballsy time last Friday night and get
psyched for the AII-Nighter this Friday!
(Where's the styrofoam?) Wild times are
coming your way! From sun-up to sun-up
McEngl's on the loose- floating cheering
and Saturday night... Who knows?!? Are
you up for softball on Sunday afternoon?
So all you Engelmen, here's to
. Homecoming '82 and a lot of great new
friends! Love, McLaughlin
To the men of Kappa Stigma - We're ready
to win this weekend! COME HOME with
us! And, to Ritchie and John, you've been

OVERSEAS JOOS - Summer / year round.

~upcr !

Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All
Fields. $500-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box 52NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92652. 10/ 12
1977 Volkswagen Rabbit Custom,
Regular gas. Excellent condition inside
and out. No rust . $2700. 228-0560 after

"Devine" women

5.
Work-study Positions: Handicapped
Student Services is looking for people to
act as academic aides for handicapped
students. Responsibilities include
attending class with student, possible
notetaking and reading. For more
information, call 862-2607. 10/ i 2
Work Study Students-Need some extra
money? Handicapped Student Services
needs persons to read textbooks onto
cassette tapes. For more information, call
862-2607. 10/12
GROUNDS AND ROAD DEPT. Five work
study students wanted for landscaping,
pruning, ate. $3.83 per hour. Call Bob
Bennet at 862-1691.10/ 12
Electrical Engineering / Computer
Science Aide- Field Experience position
82109. Advanced laboratory assignments, engineering projects. testing and
evaluating equipment, Summer 1983.
Washington D.C. Good Pay . Call Carol
Bense. 862-1184. Deadline 10/22/ 82.
10/ 12
Research Trainee- Field Experience
Position 82108. Openings in Sociology,
Chemistry / Biochemistry , Computer
Science and Medical Physics at large
medical research center in Chicago,
Illinois . Summer 1983. Stipend of
$1100.00. Call Carol Bense 862-1184.
Deadline 11 / 5/ 82. 10/ 12
Electrical / Mechanical Engineering or
Computer Science- Field Experience
position 82112 . Meaningful Assignments
and program of exposure to top
management and various departments.
Summer 1983. Worcester. Mass .
Competetive Salary. Call Carol Bense
862-1184. Deadline 12/ 6 / 82 . 10/ 12
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Marketing or Finance)-Field Experience Position .
M ajor Manufacturing Company,
_
Worcester, MA area. Summer 1983. Call
Bob McCaffery, 862-1184. Deadline
December 6, 1982. 10/ 12

Garage Sale - furniture. dishes,
household items. clothes, " Craig " AMFM cassette car setero, albums, stereo,
lots of misc. Sat & Sun, Oct. 9 & 10. 8am5pm both days. 200 Broadway Ave .,
Dover.
For Sale: Big, black, beautiful. Honda 550
4-stroke. Runs great . Powerful._ Exh~ust
rusty. Includes Faring and Ara, helmet .
$800 or best offer. Must sell. Call Dan at
749-4584. 10/ 15
1979 Honda Civic 1200 truck model
54,000, excellent condition, rustproofing,
stere (AM / FM cassette w / Pioneer triaxials) roof rack . Andy in Portsmouth 4365208. Evenings 6-9.
1972 Volkswagen Bug. New exhaust and
heating systems: Radial tires - new
mud/ snow on rear. Original owner,
mechanically sound. Roof and ski racks.
asking $1100. Call 749-4744.
Does anyone need extra copies of The
Granite, 1980 and 1981 editions? My
U.N.H. yearbooks are /r n excellent
condition. Offer me a re/sonable price.
(603) 778-8259. Exeter, N.H. They will be
available at U.N.H . for you to see.
For Sale: Used flute. In very good
condition. Silver-plated Gemeinhardt.
about six years old. Call: on campus 8622276, off campus 868-9890. Ask for
Holly.
1979 VW Rabbit, 2 door - 68,000 miles Excellent condition - $3300. 772-2940
eves. 862-2419 days.
1976 Plymouth Ar.row - Dependable
transportation. Good gas mileage, uses
regular gas, 4 speed standard
transmission. Well maintained, very good
tires, snow tires included, AM/FM
radio/cassette stero. $1395. Call 8682470 before 10 p.m. Ask for Allen.

Dorm size refrigerator. $100 new. Used
only one year. Perfect condition. Yours for
only" S70 . or best offer. Call Nancy
evenings. 749-3507 Fr- nP.liverv.

00

WILDCATS!!!

Love,

the

Beezee- I'm still waiting for the day when
you will say maybe instead of no.
Hopefully it won't be too long from now.
Remember no is a very negative word
Love always D
What I really want to know is - Who is
Beezee does she have a phone number?
Yes she does but I won't tell what it is
because it's a secret plus I want her to say
yes to me first.
Erin and Liz- How about having our floor
party some Thurs. night? Where have you
two been the last couple of days? Big
Brother.
Deb- C'etait Toi
Tigger-a cord was the first step now a
personal for the next; I suppose that
you're wondering about this pretext.
These simple ryhmes will my message
convey, that indeed I am octopiied; my
thoughts all of play. Playfully yours,
Winnie the Pooh.
LISA HEAPHY'S A WILD AND CRAZY
WOMEN! Heaphface, we should bounce
off some walls sometime soon . Don't be
such a nerd-come and visit. Jude and
Sheri-Thanks for the Dinah in Dovah!
Lost in MUB, one deep maroon purse-medium in size with three zippered
pockets and one long shoulder strap. If
found please return to MUB
lnfromation .10/ 12
CARDINAL-The way you move around
those courts amazes me! At our age you
should be content with lifes simple
pleasures. (Refer to Straw 's P.R. Mon.
night!) Gotta love it! Love, Straw-baby.
CHI OMEGA PLEDGES-One week down
and lots more to go! You 're all doing
terrific! Stay psyched for the times of y,Jur
lives. We're all behind you 100%. Love
your XO sisters.
First there was God. then Lou . Glad you
could come (that's what she said). Have
you done ,tin the basement yet? We hope
that the super-ultimate Lou has a
wonderful weekend . Love and O.S.-The
Louises
Judy-Welcome back to UNH -this time as
an alumni! Glad you could make it for
homecoming . Get ready for a wild
weekend!! Love Cathy
Hey campers : 119 Locus St. (apt 4) is
having its annual pre-homecoming Bugs
and Beer 8 :30a.m . Oct . 9. Be there or may
darts pierce your eye lids. Love JJ, Der,
SJ. CB & HLM.
Patrick, my love. Have a fantastic 21st
birthday. Sing well at the game and smile,
remember I still love you!! Hugs and
Kisses . Love your Finance .
Bri & Spice - This weekend is preliminary
training for next weekend . Let's make it a
good one .. See you later for a pre-game
primer.
Freshman Campers Anyone interested in
helping decorate the Granite State Room
for Camp's 50th . Reunion. Meet with
Diane at the Granite State Room at 3:30
tomorrow. Love the Execs:
Jane Hoover don't knowda' gram ma of ·er
own native tong .
Working at the New Hampshire is like
being in The Twilight Zone.
Todd.You must hate going to Stanton
House. Sorry I was in such a bad mood
last night. It's getting better. Have a good
weekend, and keep your appt. clean,
·cause I won't clean it. Love, Carot.
Hey you sexy thing in A-Hall . I'm really
looking forward to this weekend. Top of
the hill partying, etc ... whatever else
comes up. Hope that this weekend is
great!! Love. your Di-Di.
Learning with play; Play with learning. An
approved alternative learning center
offering unique, personalized
preschool/ kindergarten If i rst grade
programs in small informal classes.
Before and after school care available the
Children's Workshop, Rt. 4 Barrington. (1
mile West of Lee Circle) Call 868-2920 MF days.
Wish Sue Moulton a happy birthday
Monday!
Cozy one bedroom apartment with
fireplace in Durham. Grad student or staff
member. $340 per.month, includes heat,
no pets. Available Nov 1. Call 2-1835 or
868-2~83. 10/15

Help! Ride desperately needed to
Connecticut. Norwich, Mystic Sea Port
area - Weekend of October l 6th and 17th
Call anytime. Joanne 2-3797 or 8689622
I hate it when certain staff members read
the personals before they reach the
paper. No names mentioned, of courseGinger - but it is a pet peeve of mine.
51 H. H. - Are we going to decide whether
our party is going to BYOB or other- Soon?
I hope so!
Roy Lenardson: Do you know how to
"suckface"? I never would have known!!
WHALES TAILES, PRINCE OF TAILES.
PRINCE OF TAILES ON NUMBER????
Thanx for a great time Wednesday night
Lambda Cf:li! DZ
Sherie- Thanks for putting up with our
queer poems, we hope you had a good
time last night! Love Lisa and Tamera
Wanted: roommate for house in
Portsmouth . $125/month plus
heat/utilities. Room is very large with
four windows. Nice easygoing
atmosphere in house. Within walking
distance of K-Van. If interested call 4310803. Evenings are best.
FRESHMAN CAMP REUNION TICKETS
ar.e now available at the MUB ticket office.
Get them before it's too late.
In response to the personal in Tuesdays
New Hampshire: Alexander 236 doesn't
believe you. Prove it.
Sing and dance your way into the heart of
UNH . Tryout for the MUSES Oct 12th and
l 3th in M-128 at PCAC at 8:00 p.m.
Studley-Helluva Thurs. night huh? !3ut
we've only just begun . Get psyched for
Homecoming! Happy hour my room after
classes Fri. (especially after Anat. &
Phys.) Let's blow this popsicle joint. Mellow
I want my TCQ. C'mon Eric, get your
publicit butt in gear and book'em into the
PUB ... you did say you'd try. I need some
fusion and I need it now! INM
Elaine, Sheri and Judy, thanx for the
response to the Roommate Ad but we
have decided to give Bill one more
chance.
Lord Hall is having a party Saturday,
October 9th, and we request the company
of the women of McLaughlin . There will
be refreshments and good music, so don't
miss out. The action begins at 9 :00 p.m.
Come over and have a good time.
Desperately needed! For the sanity of our
R.A. One-female! Must have a large chest
and be willing to participate in sexual
activities, (Virgins preferred). She must
love Pink Floyd, The Who and Oral
activities. Applicants should be about 5'
1O" and Weigh in at around 120- 125
pounds. A tight ass is a must. Applicants
should be blonde, real blondes only. You
know what that means. Applications may
be dropped off in any room on the long
wing of Stoke hall 's sixth floor . We want
him to have the same satisfaction that we
all have! The men of Stoke Sixth .
To my one and only weird raccoon-You
make my backaches, smurfappear, my
tootsie pops, super smurfie pops, and the
stuffed animal in me. smurfy. Your #1
bunsen burner baby - let's smurf the night
away tomorrow night. Smurf, smurf,
smurf.
Steve and Brian-Happy Birthday to two of
the nicest guys we know. Thanks for
always being there. t.uv, Kim & Kim.
Spiro, Great party Friday, let's do it again
this Friday. Steve.
Winter Coats all sizes, shapes and prices
for men and women . Top Drawer, 270
State St. Ports.
Heather you psycho! Give me a dollar, and
get outta here. Have you polished your
eyelids lately? Let 's go get some hightest
and get psyched for the weekend . But
remember : lock your doors and fasten
your seatbelt! Laura and "the Bear ."
Spanky, Scuzzy, Horny, Brian-Thanks for
making our first road trip one well never
forget. We had sooo much fun . Ernie and
Andy, thanks for soming to our rescue.
Luv, Kim & Kim
Spanky, Scuzzy, Horny, Brian-Thanks for
making our first road trip one we ' ll never
forget . We had so much fun . Ernie and
Andy, Thanks for soming to our rescue .
Luv Kim & Kim .
Homecoming 1982 is here! Just a
reminder the parade begins at 11 :45. Be
sure to have your float there on
time .... Good luck to all participants.
Homecoming cheering contest
participants. · Don't forget to send a
representative from your group to the
meeting this afternoon at 3 :00 on the
bleacher in Cowell Stadium.

O.K. all you McLaughlin ladies! The guys
at Lord Hall know you won't be busy
Saturday night. Come on over to our
dance (at 9pm) and we'll keep you
entertained. Just give us a chance to
prove ourselves to you.
Brenda, Caroline, Deb, Dee, Jill, Julie,
Leslie, Michelle, Patrice, Robin, Sandi,
Sharon, & Susie: Thanxl Although things
didn't turn out the way we thought they
would, we're psyched that we can call you
all our friends. You guys are awesome.
We want everyone to know that
friendships go beyond the individual
houses and we want all of us to be friends
FOREVER. Love ya, Stacey and Kim
To the girls who were working at
Pistachio's Friday night - How would you
like to buy 5 gallons of Duch Apple ice
cream? The Liberal Student Deviates from
Lambda Sigma Delta claim responsibility
and will strike again
ROBERT REA IS A BALLSY GUYii
Dunkin Donuts at 5:30 am!! Who else but
the DZ pledges. Thanks you guys I (I think)
All McLaughlin women are invited to Lord
Hall's "Come as you are" dance this
Saturday, October 9th Any attire, from
· b::athroboe

to punk,

ie

::»ppropri:ato

Ao

there at 9:00 pm so you don't miss any of
the fun. We await your arrivalll
DZ PLEDGES-- Get psyched for the best
homecoming ever!! We're going to go
wild and build the best float UNH has ever
seen.--Love the DZ sisters
Dear XENO -- Who's Zeno L. Smith?
What's the "L." for? Do you think 9-91 /2
emulates, irritates, imitates, flatters, or
merely tries more or less hard? Why
Rocky's epigones? Why the female ones?
Are ethicists anal? Please respond c/o
this space, love, Gen. W . Junk
Stacey- This is just to say thankyou for
listening to me bitch and moan about BK.
But yes, it looks like everythings straight
and I'm there to stay. Now, when do we
get to work together? Love ya - K
L.- What Happened to our famous L & K
personals? remember- Bids night is a •
week away ... and you know what that
means. And this year we have some new
smilers--Sue & Stacey get ready!! Get
psyched! Love- K
Dearest Ray, Thanks for giving me my
pledge pin back. I promise to do your
laundry on Wednesday, but not earlier
than that. Stealing your girlfriends pin
once is o.k., but please don't take it again.
. No. I don 't want to give Captain kurt a wet
wooly either. Are you also listening Kai?
See ya, Love Always, Di.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BETH!!! Eighteen is a
nice number. Welcome to Worchester by
way of Exeter Luv ya, DAVE
Hey roomie-- yeah, that's you, Guinea!
Who gave you the right to make me cry you're not from CA. .. yeti Rover is ready
for interesting(?) times, so when you least
expect it, expe:d,;,fY.~•a.W•May the
best lover win .
Happy Birthday Billy, my other half of
GOLDENAIRE. You make it all worth
while. Wish I could be there this Saturday
with you, but I guess we ' ll make another
date. Let's give it all we got Thurs. &
Friday night.
The UNH Hotel Students are presenting:
" An Evening on Broadway," Friday, Oct .
29 and Saturday, Oct. 30. The event will
feature a Gourmet Dinner and live music
for dining and dancing. Also included will
be a Broadway Musical Review
Performed by the University Theater
Players. Tickets may be purchased for
$13.95 through the MUB ticket office
starting Tues. Oct. 12. Phone the ticket
office at 2-2290 for reservation
information.
Deb Metcalfe, Here's YOUR Personal for
being so Personal! A feeling better,
James Bond
Dearest Deb, Lori, Jodi, and Lisa ,- The
men from Theta Chi would just like to
thank you for working the drinks at our
first rush. Thanx again, Theta Chi
Fraternity
To the guys in 203 Englehart (you too
M.A.S.)- YOU ' RE OFF THE WALL!!
When's the Greek Villa party? Love ya-DK
Yearning to perform? Come try out for the
MUSES, the new women's song and
dance company at UNH. Come sing,
dance, and show us what you've got. Oct
12th and 13th at 8:00 p.m . in the M-128
at PCAC.
To my friends on Devine 1st - Thanks for
all your support in my new move!
Remember I'm not on the otherside of the
earth! Love, Korkie.

Bill Crowley - How about a game of
backgammon tonight? Get psyched for
Sat . night! I love you, Tracy . P.S. Get your
hair cut.
Party at the Ghetto Apts . This
Free entry to MUSO events. Help us put
Homecoming Fri night. Theme: Out of
up posters and flyers and you ·11 gain entry
Control. Kegs at 8p .m. Hardcores come at
see barids in the MUB PUB, lectures
to
Low
5 p.m . Get f*c*ing jeeped up. A Don
and many other special events.
production in cooperation with Apt. 8-2
Interested? Contact Maureen at 2-1485
and 8-5.
or come by room l 48 MUB .
Hey Marching Band! Last Saturday's
To the Wild and Crazy guys at Hunter. We
show was great! This Saturday will be
are still psyched and ready for ANYTHING,
even Qetter - it's Homecoming!! Go
if you still have this weekend. The ladies
"Apeshit" (that word) Let me hear you say
Jessie Doe.
from
Chris
&
"Yeah" Sue
For Sale: 4 radial (Michelin) tires for VW
What can I say to the best damn RA there
Beetle. Size 7.35 x 15. Good condition
is-whose friendship has meant a lot to
S15 each. Call Craig Seymour at 862me. Only one thing - you're really
- 3556 or 868-244 l eveninQs.
terrific ... P.S. I still have the key.
Bri, bring some fresh parmesion cheese
Steve and Brian - Happy Birthday to two of
to Dover this week. I have a sheese
the nicest guys we know. Thanks for
Spice
shredder.
always being there. Luv Kim & Kim
Timbas,_meet ryie at the pooll Soon!

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO FORGOT AND
WEREN'T CONTACTED THIS WEEK:
REMEMBER LAST WEEK? WELL
1
TONIGHT WILL BE BIGGER AND BETTER.
SPIRO, SCOTT, STEVE and BILL
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, This Homecoming
is going to be the best you've ever
· seenll!Get psyched fo; a prize winning
float and some awesome partying!! Love,
the Sisters of Delta Zeta
I'm Sorry, Nancy's phone number is 8689622
Whatever happened to sex kitten and
foxholes you ask? The latest news is that
Judi & Lisa are at it again. So MEN, here's
your chance - put on your gloves and start
digging.
To Paddington, Gund, Vultch and the
Kittens - Your mommies are all among the
very best. We would all go "bonkers"
without them, so don't forget to let them
know how wonderful they are.
UNH Cheerleaders: You guys .are great!
Get psyched for homecoming & Sing,
Sing, Sing! You all put in a lot of time and
energy and I really appreciate it. I love
cheering with ya. Good luck Saturday!
Stacey
Honnie ana Howie (tne s1uas1- Just
wanted to wish you lots of luck in the
game tomorrow - we'll be cheering you
on. Also wanted to tell you what a great
, time we have, just a hangin out with you
two. Love Nina and Stacey P.S. be at your •
place at l 2:00 for a little surprise!
Hey all you lovely women of Mclaughlin
Hall - How would you like to spend some
time with the men of Lord? Come to our
dance this Saturday·and check us out. We
ke to show you a good time!
would li_
Scott, intense party Friday night, lets do it
again this Friday. Spiro
Homecoming is but one day away, and
who is going to have the ballsiest time?
Well Jessie Doe and Hunter, that's who.
Everyone get psyched to do some ass
kicking in the cheering contest, and some
major league boogying at the party
tomorrow night!
P.L. - Hope that the exams went well and
that you've maintained enough sanity for
tonights bash. If your will power starts to
crumble I'll have M&M's waiting . See ya
tonight - SJ
To the gorgeous "mermaid" in the red
bikini at the Freshman AII-Nighter-you·ve stolen my heart, and I haven't been
able to put you out of my thoughts since I
first saw you . I think I know where you live
(Stoke first?), but I don't know your name
yet. I'm dying for a chance to meet you and
get to know you better. Interested? If so,
you can reach me at 2-1738 s.ince I can 't
reach you . Until then, I can only admire
the image of you in my memory as I await
the time when we ·11 finally meet.. . Fondly,
Brian(the waterpolo Guard)
I think I'm gonna be sick
S. ELYSE D. Is nothing sacred anymore?BINS
SPANKY, SCUZZY, HORNY,& BRIANThanks for making our first road trip one
we'll never forget . We had sooo much
fun!! ERNIE and ANDY- Thanks for
coming to our rescue! Luv, Kim & Kim
Harris Tweeds, wool sweaters and pants,
practical and insane dresses . TOP
DRAWER,270 State Street, Portsmouth
Bill. Keg party Friday night, lets do it again
this Friday. Spiro
Dennise, We ' re so glad your sleeziness
has finally shone through, we knew you
had it in you all along. Who could that be
knocking at your door? Beware of men
bearing playtex living gloves and common
pins. Looking forward to fridays bask, lost
in lust, who us? Signed, no glove, no love
and no mitten, no sex kitten .
Gordon, Matt, Patt- Thanks for the best
ambulance ride ever. It was quite the
experience. Keep up the good work.
Andrea in Jessie Doe
MOLLOY continues : it was the only
position she could bear, because of her
lumbago. It seemed all right to me, for I
had seen dogs, and I was astonished
when she confided that you could go
about it differently. I wonder what she
meant exactly. Perhaps after all she put
me in her rectum. A matter of complete
indifference to me, I need'nt tell you. -Sponsored by the Bumfagging Hill School
Chorus.
TOP DRAWER has moved! 270 State
street, Portsmouth, 10-6
SIGMA NU--You guys really know how
to make a sorority feel welcome!! Thanks
for an excellent time last Thursday night.
DZ sisters & pledges
Steve, excellent party Friday night, let's
do it again this Friday - Scott
hey you THETA-CHI studs, We would
just like to thank all the guys who helped
build the float. You're all super and you
help prove the fact that "it's not the
quantity of people that count, but the
quality" ... ln fact, we don't even care that
the ratio is "3 on 1 "(really Mikel). Again,
thanks guys. We are really looking
forward to homecoming. Love Hitchcock
SPANKY, SCUZZV, HORNY, BRIAN-Thanks for making our first road trip one
we'll never forget. We had sooo much
fun!! ERNIE and ANDY - Thanks for
coming to our rescue! Luz, Kim & Kim
Well, Well whats all this about SAE???
L.N. Hume, First roses, now a personal.
. What more could you ask-for? Modesty?
Anything else? Thanks again for the card!
Yours, _J~mes Bond ___
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GET WITH ITI

•·we have to do one of three
things," he said. •·we either
have to reduce oil imports,
force them to sell the oil at a
price we're willing to pay,
which may involve war, or ·
move to the reservation, which
means somebody else will be
owning the country."
Reese also pointed out that
although this country has a
large supply of coal, with a
normal growth rate in
consumption that supply will
be exhausted in 50 years.
Although we have the most
advanced · technology in the
world, we are well behind the
Russians and the French in
nuclear technology, Reese said.
The French built their Clinch
River-size breeder reactor back
in 1973.
The Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Plant has yet to be
built. The plant will be located
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and
will operate a part of the
Tennessee Valley Authority
System. When, and if,
completed Clinch River will be
the nation's first large scale
demonstration breeder reactor.
A breeder reactor produces
20% more fuel than it
consumes. The breeder uses
Plutonium 239 and Uranium
238 as fuels. Plutonium is a
fissionable material and when
it splits it produces heat, which
powers steam generators to
make electricity, radiation,
waste products, and two or
three neutrons.
One of the neutrons is used
to keep the Plutonium chain
reaction going. The others can
be use'! ~J!_!l ~he Uranium 238,

The New Hampshire
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MATHES GARRISON FARM
Langtey_R~ad
868-2350
D~rham, N.H.
Mon. ; Thurs. 4-6 p.m.
Fri., Sat. & Sun. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
~ 1h -Mil~ From Rte. ·108 Off Durham Point Road

OLD GRADS, NEW GRADS
AND YET TO GRADS
COME JOIN US FOR HOMECOMING!

at

Nick's
OUR UPSTAIRS LOUNGE will be open all day
OUR DINING ROOM from 11:30-2 and 4-9
and
NEW SCORPIOS II will open after the"Game
THE PARADISE LOUNGE opens early at 7:00 pm

( continued from page 3)
since when Uranium 238
absorbs an electron, it becomes
Plutonium 239.
The Clinch River Plant has
been a source of political
controversy since its proposal
in 1973. The proposed cost of
the plan was $669 million then.
Over $1.2 billion has been spent
on the project so far, _and the
site has yet to be cleared. It is
now estimated that it will take
$3.2 billion to complete the
project.
Reese said that even at that ·
price the Clinch River Project
is a very good deal. He said it
was a necessary step on our
road to energy independence.
92% of the funding of the
project comes from the
government, and it has had
several tough battles Tor
funding in the past. President
Carter threatened to veto any
bill which had funding for the
plant, since it produced
Plutonium, which was easier to
use when making a bomb.
Funding passed in the Senate
by only two votes last year, and
this years vote was even closer.
•·we won in the Senate by
one vote a couple of weeks
ago," Reese said. ••1t's better
than loosing by one vote ."
Funding still has to be
approved in the house.
Reese made strong points for
the use of nuclear power.
••you don't have acid rain or
black lung or have to chop
wood in the morning," he said.
He only touched lightly· on
the arguments opposing
nuclear power, saying that ·
radiation was natural, and he
wouldn't want to be the first

person to live in a world
without radiation. He barely
mentioned the problem of
waste desposal.
(
•The disposal of wastes is not
an engineering problem; it's a
political problem," he said.
Reese also said that 22,000
reactors would be needed if
nuclear power was to be our
major source of energy. He was
asked it that would.increase the
number of nuclear accidents,
like Three Mile Island or
worse .
'Tm not saying it's not a
risk," he said . "Those things
will happen. Three Mile Island
was an -economic disaster. It
was a psychological disaster.
But it is in no terms what I
would call a real disaster."

SHARE
THE
COST

OF ·
LIYING.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

-------------------------.U NH Celebrity Series

ea,otMneeM
First Prize Naumburg Flute Competition-1978
Lincoln Center's "Great Performers" Series-Four Years
FeaturedonNBC's "Today" Show-April 1981

DONlJTS
-A~othe.r tasty treat from
The Cookie Jar

Opening Special

20¢
35¢

One Donut
Donut & Coffee
½ Dozen Donuts

$}.QO

jelly-sugar-chocolate
glazed=plain~sticks ·

8 p.m. Friday, Ocfober 15

Available only at:
Main Street, Durham
(at the Laundercenter)
Opens 6 a.m.

Granite State Room, Memorial Union
University of New Hampshire

- ~
TH
KIE
~~~.

General Public $7, UNH Facuity & Staff $6
Senior Citizens and NH Students $5
All Tickets at the Door $7
Memorial Union Ticket Office
Monday-Friday 10.a.m.-4p.m.

603/862-2290

-

·SPORTS SHORTS
StickwoIDen lose ·
The UN H field hockey team dropped to 2-5-2 on the season .
Wednesday after losing to Dartmouth College 2-0. Last year
the Wildcats beat the Big Green by an identical score.
Standout goalie Robin Balducci continued to play we11 in
the nets, stopping l O Dartmouth shots, · two of which were
penalty strokes. The UNH attack had seven shots on
Dartmouth's goaltenders,Frances O'Donoghue and Tory
Parrot.
On Saturday the Wildcats will host Northeastern. The
game is scheduled to start at 11 am.

.T er.-iers ·hag WUdcat 'netmen
I

~

-By Beth DesMarais
- defeated by Sam Harper 7-5, 6- strong inatch, but they gave
"The strength in the team is 3.
way in a three setter to Katz
in their youth, yet this is also
BU's Alan . Leathers took and Harper 4-6, 6-2, 6-0.
theirweakness."Sosayscoach Dave Hall, despite his Dickson and Simonton also
Bob Berry about the UNH consistant play, 6-2, 7-6. took their first set, however
netmen who were taken by the Number four seed, Peter they failed to pull off the rest
undefeated BU squad · Dickson fell to Woody and lost - 4-6, 6-2, 6-0. Third
Wednesday 9-0.
Freeman 6-1, 6-3. Shaun seeded doubles, Hall and
The singles were all swept by Hassett lost to Alan Rudwick Hassett, also _came through
BU, which is 10-0 this year, in 6-3, 6-2 and Dave Simonton with a diligent effort. However,
two sets. Sophomore number also failed to get UNH a point. they lost the third set in a 12
one seed T.J. Hyman was
"The biggest thing with the point tie breaker, losing to
downed by David Katz6-2, 6-1. kids is to maintain confidence,
Freeman and Rudwick, 5-7, 6Also a sophomore, . Steven said Ber;ry. UNH showed tough I, 5-4. The final set was stopped ·
Noble put up a good struggle in , determination and pleased short due to darkness.
1

'

,----------------QUJNN------•th•e•f•i-rs•t•s•e•t•b
•u•t•w•a•s•~•v•e•n-tu•a•!-lY•,- doubles.
Berry with
_

_..
~,
during practice every day.
••some guys would not even
step on the field if they were in
half as much pain as Jim."

(continued from page 24 )
ya rd s and scored 16
touchdowns. As a sophomore
he gained over 887 yards.
Ile currently ~tam.fa ~cl-urn.I

•·1 don't want to stop playing , on the all-time UNH rushing
football because I've always list behind Hall of Farner Bill
dreamed of playing profession- Burnham. He is also second in
ally," said Quinn, a native of total carries, a tribute to his
Huntington Station, N.Y. ••in strength, endurance and ability
college, I've had to battle a half- to take punishment. The
dozen concussions, headaches, number of blocks he has
nausea, pulled muscles, bruised thrown do not show up in the
quadraceps and now a cartilege statistics.
problem in my shoulder. But, it
With the current UNH mark
doesn't stop me because I have at 2-2, Quinn puts added
certain goals I haven't fulfilled pressure on himself to be the
yet."
leader. He want to take UNH
The goals that Quinn talks to a Yankee Conference
about will only come through championship.
hard work and dedication
"I've been here four years
during the off-season, which is now and we haven't won a
something that Quinn has championship yet," he says.
always worked on enthusiastic- "•We know we have the talent
ally.
and it's just a matter of not
After red-shirting his making mistakes and keeping
freshman year with an injury, our confid_en.ce_._" __ - .
Q~in~ has gained over 1800
••Against our conference

their effort in

The
Wildcat's
is now
1-4.
They
will hostrecord
Providence,
HyJE_~l1 and Noble served a _ Friday.

opponents, we have to come
together as a team and play our
hearts out. Some of us have
playc:u ~ic.ie oy stcte for our
entire careers and we have had
only a touch of greatness. I
believe we can do it. In fact, I
know we are going to do it."
His dream needs little
interpretation. It is one that
manyathleteslive.Somefulfill
their dreams, others are
disappointed. Jim Quinn wants
a future after college football.
He believes in himself, his
teammates and his coaches and
he wants to go out a winner.
"As a senior, there is little
more that I can ask for. I'm
looking forward to big things
from our team in the next few
weeks, and I ·hope the
professional scouts will come
looking -- because I'll be
ready."

TENNIS - - - - - - - -

(continued from page 24)
troubles trying to combat the Derzon 6-1, 6-I · and Beliveau
Big Green machlne. Robinson was trounced by Valerie
pounded the court with strong Hartman 6-0, 6-0.
strokes and net play ,but her
The partners of Julie
attempts were not enough. She · Robinson and Chris -Stanton.
lobbed effectively often, - were also victims of the Big
however, nothing would bring . Green sweep as they were
about the needed win. defeatedbyJaneGordonand
Robinson lostto Kate Rugen 6- Martha Holu_111phy 6-3, 6-1.
4,6-0.
The combination of Patti
Beth Howley played a tough Crowe and Cindy Guay also
. match and made her opponent found the battle rough while
work for every point. But railing with Chris Staley and
Howley was defeated instraight Patty Hannon. Crowe and
sets by Diane Henry 6-3, 6-4.
Guay lost 6-2, 6-2.
Sharon Gibson was the only
Robin Stieff and Lisa
Wildcat to win a set from the Harrington rounded out the ,
Dartmouth squad. Gibson lost Dartmouth shutout losing to
to Rogyn Fi~hman 6-2,0..6,6-1. Karen Kaufman and Davisa
Both Shelley White and Shen;naµ 6-1,6-1.
Celeste Beliveau fought hard
The Wildcats will be playing
but just lacked enough to win. at Providence College on
White was downed by Anne Monday at3:30.

PROCEEDS
TO UNH HOC~EY

-
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Sports
By Steve Damish

Who will be · next?
Northwestern?

,

Jim Qµinn(22) heads downfield to block against UConn last
intended for running mate Mark Nichols.(Tim Skeer photo)
.

The UNH professor started the morning lecture in his
usual manner, talking about the school's football team.
"Is this Homecoming weekend?", he asked the class.
"Yea," said someone. "Didn't you know?"
"No." said the professor. "Homecoming. huh? That
means we play Maine in football Saturday. Right?"
"No," someone responded. "Bucknell this year."
"BUCKNELL? Who's that? What happened to Maine?"
"We don't play them for a few weeks," he was told.
"Well, I guess things have changed," the professor said. "'
"Whatever, things haven't changed here. Today we11
talk ... "
·
The professor may be out of touch with the UNH football
schedule, but he's in touch with people's reaction to a
UNH-Bucknell Homecoming game.
How else can one view this match-up other than with
astonishment and disapproval? Instead of a New England
rivalry, we have just another game, a non-conference game
· for UNH that means as much as a normal intersquad
offense-versus-defense exhibition held during practice.
And instead of an opponent that always gives UNH
trouble, no matter how bad its record may be, we have a
team ( 1-2) that will most likely serve as a red carpet to be
unrolled for the alumni, under the feet of the Wildcats.
Simply, instead of the Black Bears of Oroho, Maine we
have the Bison of Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
But the tradition of playing Maine every other yea,r for
· Homecoming wasn't broken voluntarily by the UNH
Director of Men's Athletics Andy Mooradian, the person
responsible for choosing a Homecoming opponent.
In June of 1971, the induction of Boston University and
Holy Cross into the Yankee Conference forced conference
teams, like UNH, to make some changes in their schedules.
One change UNH made, to play Maine later in the season,
is now in effect.
'"Everybody had to make exceptions to fit Holy Cross and
Boston University in," said Mooradian.
week. The ball was actually
Holy Cross left the conference the following year, but
,
because schedules are made years in advance, Maine
couldn't be restored to its normal slot. The two teams now
meet on Nov. 6.
"Maine and New Hampshire are still trying to work back
so we play in October." said Mooradian. "Right now we're
trying to juggle dates and get back with them in '87, but that
may end up being a problem."
years. It is a different position
For now the alumni, the students, the teachers and the
and he carries the ball far less.
players get Bucknell. And next year they'll get Northeastern,
His teammates and coaches
another perennial weakling. The tradition of playing Maine,
know the difficult transition
a tradition that's been going on longer than anyone can
that Quinn has undergone and
remember, including Mooradian, who's oeen here since
there is respect when his
1950, is no more.
teammates and coaches speak
Oh yea, and after Northeastern we'll most likely get none
of him.
other than Bucknell for the 1984 Homecoming game. A
"Jimmy goes out everyday
tradition replaces a tradition? Hardly.
and plays hurt," says Tom
Petrizzo, a Wildcat linebacker
who knocks heads with Ouinn
QUINN, page 23

Quinn's brawn lifts Wildcats
By Dave Kass
explosive when dealing with his
Jim Quinn is the epitome of sport--football.
.
an athlete. He is six-foot one
"Football is a game where
and 225 pounds. His rippling . you have to want to hit people,,.
biceps and protruding triceps asserts Quinn. "I guess it brings
rival that of Mr. Universe. He out the deep down nastiness in
looks
and walks like a a person, but it's the challenge
stereotype football player.
of really beating an opponent
But, he is articulate, funny, that I enjoy. In football, you
independent and extremely never have to hold back the
candid when dealing with his emotions."
family and friends. He is also
At UNH, Quinn is the
outspok~n, fi~l)'__crnd_altogether starting fullback after three

Netwomen shutout

fflORNINI LINE
House
Line

Steve
Damish
(7-11)

Larry
McGralh
(7-11)

Greg
FlemmlnE
(9-9)

Todd
Bait
(8-10)

Old
Grad
110-81

Michael
Ontkean
10-0l

Bucknell at
UNH

UNH
by 6

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

Lafayette at
Maine

Maine
by 3

LafayettE

Maine

Majne

Maine

Lafayette

Lafayette

BU
by 3

'{ale

Yale

Yale

Yale

BU

BU

URI at
Northeastern

URI
by -9

NU

URI

URI

NU

NU

NU

Defeware at
UMass

Deleware
by 3

Deleyvan

Deleware

UMass

UMass

Deleware

U.Conn
by 10

· Lehigh

Lehigh

UConn

uconn

Lehigh

BU at
· Yale

Lehigh at
. UConn

I
I

Delaware
UConn

Editor's Note: Last week Steve Damish forced the Old Grad to dip into the pocket for $50, which
is donated to the 100 Club. This week's guest is Michael Ontkean a former UNH hockey player
and currently a film actor.

... _

By Crystal Jackson
shots. Wasson also used the net
The UNH women's tennis more to her advantage than
team dropped their second Walsh.
Walsh had trouble keeping
match in a row yesterday
falling · to undefeated ground strokes inside the lines.
However when she did the two
Dartmouth 9-0.
It is a difficult feat to play adversaries exchanged long,
tennis on a frigid fall afternoon. . exciting rallies. Walsh also had
It is also a tough battle to rally difficulties getting her serves in,
against the perenially strong which lead to further
complications.
Dartmouth squad ..
Coach Mccurdy responded
"They're a tough squad,"
said coach Russell McCurdy. to Walsh's problems by saying
He said the loss was a result of "Amy was off today and she
the edge in experience the played against a tough
·
Dartmouth squad has over his competitor."
Walsh tried many assorted
young team.
UNH's Amy Walsh tasted a combinations including lobs
little of that experience in her 6- ~nd drop shots to counter _the
1, 6-3 defeat to Wendy Wasson. attack. However nothmg
Her tremendous ground worked.
Lee Robinson also had her
strokes were many times
returned as better placed TENNIS, page 23

